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NO COM
ISE
IN SOUTH AFRICA
All the signs in southern Africa continue 10 point 10 the revolutionary
policy outlined in the programme of the South African Communist
Party as the only road to national independence and majority rule for

the oppressed peoples of the

sub~onlinent.

paring the way to the ulti·

mate achievement of socialism. It is necesury to re~mphlSise this
perspective because of the intensified attempts of the white supre·
madsts and their imperialist allies to propose compromises and various
types of concession as an alternative to SINult. In South Africa
Vanter offen his Bantustans as an alternative to the Freedom Charter,
and Matanzima maintains that this is the way forward for the African
people. Addressing a so-called "foreign affairs conference" held in
5

Umtata lut April, he decried "armed struggle, rivers of blood, genocide
and resulting famine (which) seem all too often to constitute entry
qualifications for today's community of nations", and asked plaintively: "If freedom is gained peacefully, is it less meritorious?" Nor has
there ~en any pronounced shortage of careerists and opportunists who
are prepared to take advantage of the Bantustan offer and attempt to
make Ufe comfortable for themselves, bllling their hope of security not
on the support of the people but on the strength of the South African
police and military and their counterparts in the Bantustans who will be
operating the setf-same battery of security laws as apply In South Africa
ilSelf.
We print in this issue of The A{ri«1n Communut an article on
Transkei "independence" which makes it clear thal October 26 will not
be Freedom Day for the people of the Transkei, but merely the date on
which one gang of oppressors and exploiters will take office as the
satraps of another. In fact, far from obtaining freedom, the majority of
Africans "of Transkeian origin", who live and work in so-ealled "white" .
South Africa, will become people without a country, denied citizenship
both by South Africa and the Transkei. Certainly, the Vonter regime
regards the implementation of Rantustan _ essential, not for the
promotion of African aspirations, but for the <;onsolidation of while
hegemony not merely in South Africa iuclf but over the whole sub·
continent. It is not without reason that the FifUl1fcial Mail commented
in its April 23 issue on "the grim reality of South Africa's legislative
programme; that not one of the 87 Bills presented to Parliament so far
this session reOects government's professed commitment to move away
from race discrimination". On February 6, Minister of Justice Kruger,
who is the father of the most repressive of the new Bills, ad mined
openly: "I say that the established rights of the whites must be guaranteed. These may well be discriminatory rights".
To guarantee these rights, the Government is embarking both legislatively and administratively on a wholesale programme of intensified
repression. Two new evil laws destined to reach the statute book by
the time these words appear in print are the Promotion of State
Security Bill, which greatly widens police powers of anest and detention without trial by allowing them to proceed against anybody who
threatens "the security of the state or the maintenance of public
order"; and the Bill establishing a Parliamentary Commission on In·
ternal Security, South Africa's counterpart of the McCarthylte un·
American Activitiet Committee which mastenninded the devastating
witch-hunt in the US at the time of the Korean War.
Whal these laws signify is that the Government is proposing 10 do
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nothing to avoid the destructive storms which lie ahead, but is bat·
tening down the hatches in preparation for aclion. The rivers of blood,
genocide and whal have you of which Matanzima warned, if they come,
will clearly be the responsibility of a government which has shown that
it is not prepared to make any meaningfuJ concessions to the oppressed
black majority of .the population, certainly not to concede their
demand for equal citiunship rights and opportunities, or any redistri·
bution of power and privilege. "What we have we hold", say the radst
exploiters.
Another factor compelling the oppressed black majority to take the
road of struggle is the capitulation of the parliamentary opposition.
The United Party, shedding members to the left and right, is more and
more showing itself incapable even of producing verbiage to conceal its
lack ofa credible alternative to apartheid. The Progressive Party still has
verbal facility, but rejects majority rule on the basis of one man one
vote and thus leaves decision.making finnly In white hands despite all
its proposed reforms. In any case, it has no chance of breaking out of
the electoral straitjacket in which it is forced to function by the colour·
bar constitution, no chance of ever coming into power by the free
choice of an a11·white electorate.
One may well wonder why the Vorster Government needs new
weapons in its security armoury when it is already doing so much
damage with those it already has. A repon published by the Quistian
Institute last May stlted that more than 200 people hid been detained
under the no-trial laws for a total of 61,8 yealS in the period since the
beginning of 1974. These figures are probably an underestimate because
the Government steadfastly refuses 10 give figures of the number of
people detained under the Terrorism Act. The report slates:
"An estimated 6UI years (about 22,566 days) have been
'borrowed' by the Government of South Africa from 217 people since
the beginning of 1974. No compensation is given, no explanation
offered, and no guarantee that the State will nol 'lake' more of their
time dUring Ihe yeall that He ahead",
The report points out that of the 217 people detained only 39 were
charged under the Terrorism Act and 7 under the Suppression of
Communism Act. And of the 39 charged with terrorism, who spent a
total of at least 10 years in solitary confiAement before being charged,
only seven had been sentenced. And what of the torture to which the
detainees are SUbjected? And the 23 people who have died at the hands
of the se<:urity police while 'under interrogation?
Now all this machinery of repressJon isJO be intensified, all forms of
meaningful dissent and opposition crushe~ as the Government prepares
7

for the coming struggle. In the tace of this ruthless Government offensive, what real ahernative is there to the policy which has been outlined
in the Communist Party. Programme, or the ANC's Stralegy and Tactics
adopted al the Morogoro Conference? Only surrender, submission,
compromise, defeat without stntggle, an endless perspective of servility.
Matanzima, for all his boasted "independence", will continue to take
his orders from Pretoria, and those ex-members of the liberation movement who join his entourage, far from achieving even a limited sphere
of power, will be showing themselves content to play the role of
servants to a servant.
If this Is the prospect before South Africa. what of Namihia and
Zimbabwe? Basically, the same holds true. Vorster has claimed thai
sOuth Africa is, through the Windhoek constitutional conference,
allowing the people of Namibia to deci,de their own-ruture, but because
the conference delegates are handpicked on an ethnic basis and SWAPO
is excluded, the whole issue is predetermined. In any case, VOI:ster
assured· the last Nationalist Party congress in Namibia that South Africa
would never let the whites down in Namibia, and the leader of the
Nationalist Party in Namibia, Mr A.H. du Plessis told the Youth Conference of the Nationalist Party at Swakopmund last April that whatever the outcome of the Windhoek talks. one thing was certain and that
was that "we would not accept any'thing that was not acceptable to the
white community". Black majority rule on the basis of one man one
vote is certainly unacceptable to Namibian whites. and this is the expla·
nation for the heavy concentration of South African police and military
forces in the territory and the growing list of casualties among the ranks
of the racist military and their collaborators.
As for Zimbabwe, Premier Smith has stated uneqUivocally Ihat black
majority rule- is "out" for at least 1,000 years, and the prospect of a
settlement has in consequence diSappeared. The inclusion of seven
state..appointed and paid chiefs in the government apparatus ~ilI do
nOlhing 10 convince the African people that their interests are now
adequately catered for. As the Ral/d Dail)' Mail commented on April
29: "By taking Africans inlo his Cabinet. Mr Smith acknowledges
publicly that wmething must be done for black political aspirations.
Unfortunately, he also emphasises that he is not doing it ... TIie outside world is not going to- be impressed. How could it be by Whites
nominating the Africans who will talk for Africans?"
It is true that international pressure is being put on the Smith regime
to reach some sort of accommodation with Ihe liberation movement,
and Dr Kissinger used the occasion of his first visit to Africa to proclaim his "undying support" for majority rule. Vorster, too, wants to
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see peace in Rhodesia. But both Kissinger and Vorsltr want a settlement - even one involving the sacrifice of the Smith regime - for the
wrong reasons: not because they want justice for the black majority,
but because they want to douse the flames of the liberation struggle
before they have engulfed the whole sub<ontinenl. Smith was quite
correct when he accused the American an-d British Governments of
being prepared to sacrifice the whites of Rhodesia to buy time for
themselves. The same holds true for Vorster. though Smith tactfully
refrained from saying so, being still totally dependent on South Africa
for his economic survival.
The vtry taclics being adopted by the imperialists in relation to
Southern Africa emphasise the vital importance of South Africa itself
in their calculations. and upost the fallacy of the domino theory in
relation 10 the liberation of Ihe whole area. The fall of Mozambique
and Angola and the threatened collapse of Rhodesia do not portend
the inevitable destruction of apartheid. On the conlrary, what is being
witnessed is a desperate attempt by the racists and imperialists to
strengthen the apartheid regime and minimise lhe pressures against il so
that their enormous and profitable investments. privileges and profils
can be maintained indefinitely. Nor should we forget the strategie
factor so frequently stressed by Vorster - that Soulh Africa is Ihe
West's most reliable bastion in Africa aRainsl Ihe "threat of international communism". The fact thai. despite a1llhe proclaimed arms
embargoes, South Africa continues to receivt military supplies. both
covtrt and open, from most Western armouries makes plain the enormous importance of their vtsted interest in apartheid. and their deter·
mination to prolect il.
The liberation movement cannot allow itself to be divtrled from its
task by Bantustan frauds or minor abalements ofpelty apartheid vexa·
lions, neither of which will in any way alter the essential relationship
between while and black, the oppressors and the oppressed, the exploiters and the exploited in South Africa. The fact thai the burden of
liberation is heavy does nol mean that it musl not be shouldered, that
the necessary exertions and sacrifices must not be made in the cause of
freedom. On the contrary, the greater the challenge by authority. the
greater must be the response from the people and their organisations.
Remember Vietnam and Angola! This is not the time for defeatism and
compromise from any section of the liberation movement. but for a
renewed onslaught on the enemy. The liberation organisations. lhe
African National Congress. the Communist Party and their allies must
be strengthened. new recruits must be sought. methods of organisation
and work improved. Relations with our ,allies abroad. especially in
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Africa and the international communist movement, must be
strengthened. The people and their leaders must have the vision and
ideological clarity to see beyond present danger to fUlure victory, to
realise, in fngel's phrase,thal freedom is the recognition ofnecessilyand the necessity now is to stand firm and figh.!, to accept the inevitabi·
lity of struggle against the insatiable monster of apartheid which will
nol cease to devour its viclims simply because they have surrendered
instead of resisting to the last. The very viciousness of the enemy is
essentially a sign of his inner weakness, not of his moral strength. The
future belongs to the people, but since it will not be given to them it
must be taken by force.
FORWARD TO PE_OPLf'S POWER!

FREE S.A. POLITICAL PRISONERS!
The shameful cat·and·mouse game played by the South African Govern·
ment and the Matanz.ima clique in lhe Transkei over the fate of political
prisoners "of Transkeian origin" had to be brought to a spudy end by
Minister of Justice Kruger beuuse it gave rise to a wider demand for a
general amne,sly for all political prisoners.
There is no doabt that thoughts of the pOlitical prisoners are constantly in the minds of millions of their followers, black and white, not
only in South Africa but also abroad, and they enjoy a reputation and
esteem far beyond that attainable by any Bantuslan leader. This is not
merely because men like Mandela, Sisulu, Mbeki, Kathrada, Goldberg
and their colleagues ate men of outstanding personal character, but
mainly because they stood and still stand for a principle which is in
direct contrast with the divisive chauvinism and tribalism of the Vorster
government and its Bantustan satellites - the principle of the brother·
hood of man, of a united South Africa based on equal rights and
opportunities for all irrespective of race, creed, or colour, the principle
which has been so nobly enshrined in the various clauses of the Free·
dom O1arter adopted at the Congress of the People in 1955.
I
The passage of the years since the sentencing of Mandela and his
colleagues in the mid-sixties has done nothing to dim the lustre of their
achievements while they were free men, or to diminish the yearning of
the masses for the achievement of their goals - the abolition of-the pass
laws and olher measures of race discrimination and the bUilding of a
new South Africa based on freedom, democracy and justice. On the
contrary, the recent sweep of events in Southern Africa has raised
popular enthusiasm for the Congress cause to new heights. A Bantustan
politician like Buthe1ezi has been forced, in order to retain his credibi·
10
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lily, to condemn more outspokenly than ever before the whole Bantu·
stan fraud and to demand majority rule in a united South Africa, and
has attempted to capture the imagination of his audiences in the urban
townships by dressing himself in the colours of the ANC. ANC slogans
and songs are to be heard everywhere, at meetings, in court rooms; the
Congress salute is brandished in the faces of the security police at every
public confrontation. The underground literature of the ANC is
securing ever-wider circulation.
It was in a bid to cash in on lhis mood that Matanzima first formu·
lated his request for the release of political prisoners, and thai the
Transkeian Commissioner-General and the Minister of Justice at first
appeared to be prepared to consider it. The request from Matanzima in
the firS! place put him on the side of the angels. Even if it was turned
down, he could play the patriot who had tried to get what \he people
were demanding - the release oftheit leaders. Secondly, the mere fact
that he was apparently prepared 10 incur the anger of the Government
by making the request would help to foster the illusion that a
Bantustan leader could exert independent pressure on the Government,
would wield real power after the Transkei achieved "indpendence" on
October 26.
It may even be that the Government for a moment toyed with the
idea of winning internalional recognition for the Transkei by freeing
thosl" political prisoners who could be regarded as of Transkeian origin.
But, of course, there would have to be conditions. Mandela and company would have 10 accept Transkeian citizenship and with it lhe whole
Bantustan concept. The price of release would be the renunciation of
South African citizenship and its substitution by tribalism. More, the
Minister may have hoped that the promise ofliberty and the hope ofa
Government job (which had been enough to lure back PAC's Letlaka
from exile and undermine the opposition of goodness knows how many
other opportunists) might split the ranks of the prisoners aod especially
the ANC. What would be the reaction of non-Xhosa politicals, for ex,
ample, if their ''Transkeian'' colleagues were released and they remained behind? Vorster and Kruger may have hoped that skilful mani·
pulation of the prisoners' natural wish for liberty might lead to an un·
imaginable access of enthusiasm for the whole Bantustan concept and
the Government's policy of separate development. For our part we
have no doubt whatsoever that the political prisoners would have rejected such overtures with contempt. As Mrs. Winnie Mandela said of the
whole release proposal: "It was a futile exercise which would not have
been acceptable to Nelson. He was elected ,by the people as a national
leader, not a tribal one. He did not participate in the discussions on his
11

fate and had he been released under conditions restricting him to the
Transkei, , am sure he would have gone back to jail of his own accord".
And Walter Sisulu's daughter Lindiwe said: '" am confident my father
would nOI have accepted conditions restricting him to the TranskeL He
regarded himself as a South African."
Nor can we believe Ihat Malanzima seriously wishes 10 secure the
freedom of Mandela and his colleagues. If, as Mrs. Mandela says, they
were elected by the people as national leaders, it is equally true that
Matanzima has never been elected by the people to any posl anywhere.
He owes his posilion in Ihe Transkei Legislative Assembly to his chieflaincy. whith,he owes in lurn 10 the Government. Assuming Mandela,
Sisulu and Mbeki were free and willing to campaign in the Transkei..
Matanzima's ignominious rule would come to an abrupt end.
As for Ihe Government, it was undoubtedly put out by the upsurge
in the demand for Ihe release of political prisoners which was unleashed
by its manoeuvre. This demand was voiced not only by leaders of all
seclions of the black community. but by Progressive.Reform Party
leaders and other sections of white opinion, including Afrikaner aca·
demits. nOI to mention the unceasing demand from the OAU, the UN
and other anti-aparlheid circles abroad.
All South African democrats, freedom-loving people everywhere,
mUSI demand that the Government and its Transkei stoogl;s should
cease forthwith their outrageous gamesmanship at the expense of the
political prisoners. We demand the release of all political prisoners in
South Africa, irrespective of ethnic origin or skin colour, and with no
strings or conditions attached. The whole South African people have a
right 10 the invaluable services which these high.minded and patriotic
men and women can render to their country. To continue to let them
rot behind bars is an insult to all humanity, a stain on the conscience of
mankind which must be removed as soon as possible.

THE SOUTH AFRICA

ISRAEL AXIS

South African Premier Vorster's visilto Israel last April has resulted in
the formalisation of the Israel..somh Africa axis - an alliance as
dangerous to democracy and world peace as its forebear, the Hitler·
Mussolini axis of the 19305. Indeed, Ihe agreement which was reached
between the two governments has few precedents in the modern world.
and signifies a degree of interdependence and a promise of future cooperation which bodes ill for the peoples of Africa and the Middle Fast.
After his meetings with Israeli Premier Rabin, Vorster announced:
"We have decided to establish a mini.sterial joint committee comprising
12

Ministers of South Africa and Israel. Committees will mett at least
once a year and will make an overall review of the situation of the econ·
omic relations between the two countries and will discuss ways and
means to expand the economic co-operation and trade between the two
countries,"
The discussions would encompass the encouragement of investment,
the development of trade, scientific and industrial co-operation, and
"joint utilisation of South African raw material and Israeli manpower in
joint projects"
Vorster denied that he had gone to Israel to buy arms, or that there
were any plans or negotiations for a military supply relationship be·
tween the two countries. But this denial can be regarded as purely for
propaganda purposes. In any case, after the shameful record of the
South African and Israeli governments in their international relations,
who can believe anything their leaders say in public?
At the banquet at the Hilton Hotel in Jersulem at the end of his
visit, both Vorster and Rabin said they were mobilising all their energies
to achieve the only thing they wanted - peace. After the blatant Israeli
aggression against F-gypt in 1967 and the conquest of huge areas of
F-gyptian territory, after South Africa's blatant invasion and attempted
domination of Angola, who can be taken in by these hypocritical pro·
testations? Yes, both Israel and South Africa do want a certain type of
peace - the peace which folloM conquest, the peace which means the
acceptance of subjection by the oppressed peoples of South Africa and
the Middle F-ast, the peace which means an absence of opposition to
their minority rule.
.:
Another cynical falsehood came from Vorsler's lips when he
thanked Rabin fOf"lnviting him to Israel. He had come to Israel, said
Vorster, "with the blessing of ~ll the peoples of my country, of all the
political parties, of the whites, of the blacks and Coloureds." To any
South African this claim is so patently false as scarcely to need reruta·
tion. The premier national organisation of the African people, the
African National Congress, as well as the S.A. Communist Party have
been o'utlawed, their leaders jailed. banned or exiled. An unknown
number of people of all races are detained without trial under the
Terrorism Act, and at least one detainee, Joseph Mdluli, has uied It the
hands of the security police,-bringing the total number of deaths of
detainees· since the 90-day Act was first introduced to 23. A rash of
trials under the Terrorism and Suppression of Communism Acts is
taking place designed to iIlegaiise the propagation of black conscious·
ness and even the organisation of campaigns for the release of political
prisoners.
.
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Yet Vonter c:an still talk of his visit to Israel having the blessinlof
aU parties of aU races. What a momtrous falsehood to be proPlPted in
the holy city by I man wh9 in the same breath said he had &IOwn up
with the Bible and thlt it had been I lifetime's ambition to Yisit
Jerusalem. It is doubtful if his visit to Israel has the approval e¥cn of
his own party, wh.ich is steeped in anti-semitism and at one staae exdu·
ded Jews from membership. hen the United Plrty's Dr. Gideon
Jacobs questioned the value of Vonter's mission, asking: "What real,
tangible contact is there with 8,000 kilometres and 250 million hostile
Africans and Arabs between us?" And at the very moment Vonter was
In Israel, Oiief T J. Mothapo, a former Minister of Works and now an
opposition leader in the Lebowa Bantustan, iaid that "if Mr. Vonter
wanted peace, love and security for South Africa he should start in the
Republic and not in Israel, the IvOry Coast or other foreign countries."
F.verybody knows that Vonter during the war equated Oaristian
Nationalism with Nlzism and Fascism, and was interned by the Smuts
Government because of his pro-Nazi activities as an Osscwa Brandwag
"general". Had Vonter been a German during the war, he would hive
made I very efficient commandant of an 55 battalion or In exkrmination camp. Maybe he would hive ended up on the list of war criminals
upon whom the judgment of humanity was pronounced It the
Nuremberg trial. Yet this man, accompanied not by the blcssinp but
by the hatred of the majority of his people, was feted in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem, taken to Sharm-al.sheikh to sec the extent of the braeli
conquest in 1967, and on a tour or I jet fighter factory. (Of what
interest, incidentally. could a display of Israel's military prowess and
capacity have been to a man who claimed d~fence mitten were never
discussed, and that there is no military supply relationship between the
two countries?)
The Vonter-Rabin junketing and the aareement which has been
reached between the two countries is an act of defiance and awession
directed utinst the Arab and African peoples, their independence and
their liberation movements. Durina the last yeu both Israel and South
Africa ha¥c been condemned by the United Nations. Zionism has been
branded as a doctrine of racial prejudice and dis(;rimination similar to
apartheid, and South Africa has been condemned for her agression in
Angola, nOI to mention her continued illegal occupation of Nanuoia
and her continued practice of the detestable policy of lpartheid.
The fact that Israel and South Africa can openly consort in this way
and announce their agreement is a measure of their isolation from and
contempt for the peoples who surround them. It is hatred of communism and a determination to uphold "the interests of Western 1m-

perillism which binds the two countries together. Behind their
specious claim to be defending "Western civilisation" lies their wish to
dominate their African and Arab neighbours, restrict their indepen.
dence and limit their opportunities for development. 80th ceaselessly
prodalm they have no aggressive imenlion, but both have been guilty
of acts of aaression to promote their policies and enlarge their empires.
Vonter and his lackey press have claimed the visit to braelto be the
greatest diplomatic triumph of his career. If it Is so, it is only al the
expense of IUs much·vaunted policy of "detente" in Africa which was
so shaltered by the Angola debacle that he felt he had notlUng to lose
by vlsltilll Israel. Both Israel and South Africa find themselves in·
creaslngly isollted poIlticaily as a result of their detestable policies, and
it is as international outlaws Ihal they find on~ another's company con·
~nial and necessary. Both also feel the need 10 strengthen the links
between them, because both have had experience of Western doubl·
talk and betrayal.
Vonler Invaded Angola after receiving whit he regarded as reliable
assurances of Western support for his attempt to capture Luanda. But
when his raciSI army received a shattmng defeat, he found IUmself
abandoned by the Americans, who pretended they were not Involved.
Remembering Vietnam, the South African racists have made up their
minds thai never again can Ihey place any reliance on American
policies. The Israelis are similarly suspicious of their American maslel'l.
The Johannesburg "Star", commenting on Vorster's visit to Israel, uid
on April 9: "Israel has become' disenchanted with the idea of playing
to International popul.rity requirements after being 'kicked in the
teeth' by some it had considered its friends up to Ihe 1973 October
war."
"Relations between South Africa and Israel have never been better",
said Vorster dUring IUs stay In JelUSalem. Today Ihere is the closest
political, military and economic C(H)peration between them. Fight
yean ago, Israel's trade with South Africa amounted to less than R3
million a year. Today, Israel exports goods worth almost R40 million
to South Africa, from whom she In lum Imports goods worth ROO
million a year. Israel imports Soulh African steel. sugar and hides, and
is seekina coal supplies - a prospect greatly facilitated by the opening
on April 1st this year of the new port at Richards Bay on the north
coast ofNalai. (In fact Richard.! Bay is part of the KwaZulu Bantustan,
but the South African Government has simply declared it "while" and
will keep all the benefits for itself.)
From bnel South Africa imports a large range of goods including
textiles and fashionware, electronic equipment, fertilisers. And Ihere

has been regular military consultation and co-ordination, and a secret
supply of weaponry and know·how, in relation to both conventional
and guerrilla warfare. Quoting South African and American press reo
ports, a report of the UN Committee on Apartheid stated in September
last year: "General Meir Ami!, former head of Israel's intelligence services and present chairman of Koor Industries (a state corporation and
one of Israel's largest industrial organisations), was reponed 10 have dis·
closed dUring a recent visit 10 South Africa that senior lsraeli military
officers visit Soulh Africa regularly to lecture South African officers on
modem warfare and counterinsurgency techniques. Although declin·
ing to give details, General Amit stated that the .South African Defence
Force was benefiting; from Israel's experience and know-how in the
field of military electronics manufacture."
With Israel now reported to be in possession of atomic weapons, and
South Africa certainly capable of nuclear production, owning a sub·
stantial portion of the world's reserves of uranium and the developer of
a new method of uranium enrichmenl, there is no reason whatsoever to
suppose co-operalion between the two countries does not extend also
to the sphere of atomic weapons. The very vehemence of the denials
by both countries merely reinforces the belief that it is true.
During the Vonter-Kabin exchanges. both referred to the similarities between their positions at opposite ends of the African continent;
both emphasised that they were under threat and needed to stand together in mutual defence. There are other similarities between them.
Both have governments which discriminate against blacks - in the case
of Israel even against black Jews. Tens of thousands of South African
whites have emigrated to brael, and many of Israel's top politicians and
military leaders are South African-born. Israel has even toyed with the
idea of "solving the Arab problem" by establishing Arab Bantustans,
South African-ityle, on the west bank of the Jordan and in other areas.
Both countries are promoting investment in one another's economies.
There was' a time after the Sharpeville massacre in South Africa in
1960 when Israel, trying to win. friends in Africa, officially turned
against South Africa, and even voted against her at the United Nations.
But when Israel lost her African friends after the 1967 and 1973 wan,
she drew closer to South Africa. South Africa opened a consulate
general in Israel in 1971, and in November 1975 raised her mission to
embassy status. During and after Ihe 1973 Arab-Israeli war, the South
African Zionist community (with the assistance of quite a number of
gentiles) raised more than R50 million 10 assist Israel - the largest sum
of iu kind ever collected in South Africa. The Government normally
forbids the export of capital from the Republic, but lifted the embargo
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to enable the money to be sent to Israel. After the United Slates,
South Africa is Israel's llt.rgest foreign benefactor.
Despite their recent revenes, both Israel and South Africa are still
trying to promote a policy of "detente" with African states in a bid to
help defend the interest! of imperialism, oppose the spread of "com·
munlsm" and crush national liberation movemenu. Not surprisingly. it
is precisely the same African countries who have shown themselves
susceptible to the South African advanc.cs that are also friendly to
Israel.
The Israel&uth Africa axis, backed by atomic weapons. is an obvious threat to the peace of the world, a menace to Ihe independence
and progress of the peoples of the Middle East and Africa. Israel and
South Africa are not only baslions of Western imperialism, but imperialist powen in their own right. Progressive forces throughout the world
must unite to resist their growing pressures, for no Arab or African
country can be free wh.ile racism and zionism are allowed free rein.

NEW U.S. PARTY JOUlll:!A~
The Communist Party of the United States, under the auspices of iu
Black Uberatkm Commission, has launched a new publication B14ct
Liberation Jounuzl, the Ont issue of which Vol. I, No. I, Winter 1976
has just reached us. The main aim of the Joumo/ is to stress the interrelationship of the struggle for black liberation to the fight for world
peace. the liberation strussJes of the African, Asian. Latin American
and Caribbean peoples, and against world imperialism.
The fint issue, 46 quarto pages long, allractively laid out and en·
livened by piquant drawings and cartoons, with poems by Langston
Hughes, is devoled mainly to the movements for national liberation in
southern Africa and, as the editorial states, "especially to Ihe heroic
liberation struggle being waged by the men and women of the People's
Republic of Angola." The material on Angola by various contributon
effectively exposes the vile partnership wh.ich was set up by the US
imperialists, the Chinese Maoists and Ihe South African racisu to crush
the independence of the newly liberated peoples of Angola, and analyses the world-ahaking significance of the successful defence of the
People's Republic by the rorces of MPLA and its allies.
The Journal also contains a feature in memory of Paul Robeson, an
article on Black Uberation and the Bicentennial of American independence by William Patterson and other topical items. The main burden
of the editorial Is devOled to an appeal for world-wide help for the
Reverend Ben Olavis and the Wilmington: 10 of North Carolina, free17

dom r.ghters who have been sentenced to serve 282 years in prison for
defending a church in Wilmington's black community from a four-day
armed siege in 1971 by the Ku Klux Klan and other racist fanatics. The
attack on OIavis and the Wilmington 10 is a brazen attempt by the
white racists to behead the black liberation movement, says the editorial. "In the immediate situation, the lives of Reverend Chavis and
the 10 are in danger. The notorious prison system of North Carolina,
the biggest in the United States, is specially brutal toward proven
r.ghters for freedom. "
Pending the hearing of their appeal, letters demanding the safety of
OIavis and the 10 should be sent to the office of Governor James
Holshouser at the State Capitol in Raleigh'.
In an article welcoming the appearance of the r.rst issue of Bl4ck
Liberation Joumol, Henry Winston, the National OIairman of the
CPUSA, says the journal will "throw the .searchlight of MarxismLeninism on the class, national and racial oppression of black people in
the United States."
Winston calls for new initiatives in the struggle 10 oust from the UN
the representatives of Vorster's South Africa and suggests guidelines
to unite minions in support of sanctions against South Mrica:
I. No economic, political or military relations whatsoever with the
Vonter regime.
2. Congress shall tax all profits made in South Africa at maximum
rates.
3. No insurance for investments in South Africa.
4. No credits for business with South Africa.
S. The State Department should denounce all existing investment,
trade and commercial treaties with South Africa and the President shall
remove most favoured nation treatment from South African goods.
6. The immediate withdrawal of South Africa's sugar quota.
Such efforts, says Winston, will not only strengthen the fight of all
democratic anti·fascist and anti·imPeriaiist forces in South Africa, but
will also strengthen the anti.imperialist forces throughout the world,
and specifically the forces fighting for full equality in the United States
liself.
Oearly B}lU:k Liberation Journal is going to be of immense benefit
to freedom fighters in South Africa and the United States. We welcome
its appearance and wish it every success in all its endeavours.

,.

by J. Villiers
"We are being offered the freedom of a fowl run"
Paramount Chief Sabata Dalfndyebo a few years ago.
"We wane freedom, nol independence"
Democratic Party de/elate Mr. M. Xuma in JUly /974.
Apartheid's biggest showpiece, the Transkei, is being prepared for its
'independence'. With a growing fanfare of extravagant propaganda.
Pretoria is setting the stage for the unveiling of its first Bantustan.
Early in March this year, the aU·white parliament voted a special allo·
cation of nearly half a million rand just for publicising this new monu·
ment to the racist dreams of its architect, Dr. Verwoerd, and his Nazi
successor Vorster. Not a day puses now without more announcements
and revelations about the infant state which is ahnut to he born.
But just as the embryo was conceived in sin and strife, so will the.
'birth' be an abortion of pain and discord. The oppressed people not
only of the Transkei but of the whole of South Africa have always said
'NO' to this unwanted creature which has been forced on them by the
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racist regime. They said 'NO' in the 19505 to the Nationalist Government's notorious Bantu Authorities scheme which broughl oppression
and hardship to a new level i:n the reserves. They said 'NO' again in the
19605 to the further implemenlation of this policy, even taking up arms
to resist the brutal aggression of the authorities and their handful of
black collaborators. And today. with the foundations of white domina·
tion still uembling from the hammer blows of the victorious liberation
struggles in Angola and Mozambique, the African and other oppres~d
peoples of South Africa are even more determined to reject any substi·
tute for the transfer of power into their own hands in the country as
a whole.
So today we can predict with complete confidence:. the Transkei
will fail. Whether we see it primar.il)' as a plot to divide the African
people, or as a ruse 10 fool international opinion, or both of these
things, or just as a desperate attempt to. buy more time for the doomed
system of white supremacy" the 'independence' of the Transkei will fail.
The people of the Transkei remain and will continue to remain part and
parcel of the African people as a whole, united with it not only by a
common vision of a liberated country in which the people shall govern
and whose wealth the people shall control. but also by their continuing'
participation in the productive activity. in the economic life of the
whole, to which their labour has made the principal contribution from
the very beginning.
But none of this means that the liberation movement as a whole, or
its friends in Africa and the wider world, can ignore the 'independence'
of the Transkei. When the enemy invests so much effort into creating
a weapon against the liberation struggle, it would be the height of folly
to pay no attention to this new weapon, to fail to assess the dangers
which it poses, and to be unprepared to deal with the new obstacles
being devised to make more difficult the people's path to freedom.
Whenever the imperialists have resoned 10 partition as a means of
frustrating the liberation struggles of peoples in the colonili and semi·
colonial countries the result has liways been bloodshed and dangerous
division. In the 19405 the British imperialists foisted on to the peoples
of India the partition between Pakistan anti India, and laid the foundations for conflict not only between India and Pakistan but also between
the Bangladeshi nation and the reactionary regime of (West) Pakistan:
in Ihe ensuing wars hundreds of thousands if not millions of persons
have died, and the advance of the national liberation movement in the
entire region towards the solution of the basic economic and social
problems of all the peoples has accordin~ly been retarded. It was the
US imperialists, taking over from French colonialism the role of the
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policeman of South·Fau Asia, who sought to stem the nood of liberation in that part of the world by maintaining the partition or-Vietnam
and creating a series of puppet regimes in South Vietnam. The terrible
destruction and suffering wrought by these policies have been borne
heroically by the Vietnamese people, who paid a high price to defeat
the aggression and reactionary manoeuvres of imperialism. And in
Korea too the partition of the country resulting from the intervention
of US imperialism still stands as a major obstacle to the unity and pro·
gress of the Korean people as a whole.
In Ireland today. the bitter fruits of·the partition of that unhappy
country by British imperialism in 1921 arc still being reapel! by the
working people not only in the 6 counties of Northern Ireland, but in
the country as a whole. And of course in Africa there can scarcely be a
single country which has not experienced the trials and tribulations of
'divide and rule' policies, whether in' the colonial period, or in the process of decolonisa\ion, or in the subsequent struggle to build a united
nation and an independent national economy. The secession of
Katanga from the Congo in 1960 was an imperialist manoeuvre fostered
by the most reactionary circles in Belgium and supported by the racists
and colonists in Central and Southern Arrica. More recently in the
Angolan crisis the aim of partitioning Angola into two or three parts
was a secondary strategic aim of the South African and US aggressors
if they could not succeed in their main aim of destroying outright the
liberation movement headed by the MPLA. From its inception the
Organisation of African Unity has firmly and consistently opposed any
altempl 10 partition member stales because it has been built on the
recognition thaI for the success and' progress of national liberation
struggles unity is the indispensable condition, and division is the main
tool of reaction.
Against this backgnund we can turn to a closer look at the 'independence' of the Transkei, and examine the significance of this new
attempt at partition in a colonial-type situation.

Who wants 'independence' (or the Transkei?
The apartheid regime wants to persuade the world that if was Chief
Kaiser Matanzima and the people of the Transkei who asked ror 'inde·
pendence'. Jrpeople can be persuaded to believe that lie, then they will
be ready to believe that it must have been the South African govern·
ment which graciously agreed to grant what was asked for, and the con·
c1usion will be Inevitable: that Vorster, contrary to general impression,
Is prepared to accede to African aspirations. What are the racts?
'Independence' for the Transkells only the latest stage, the final OUl·
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come and logical result of a policy whose real authors, far from being
the people of the Transkei, are in fact the leaders of the Nationalist
Party. It is true of course that the practice of maintaining 'native reo
serves' as sou1~s of cheap labour fur white farmers, mine-owners and
factories goes back a century before the Nationalist Party look power
in 1948. That aspect of the Bantustans is deeply rooted in Ihe way in
which colonial rule, white settlement and capitalism developed in Soulh
Africa. But while that aspeCI needs 10 be understood, and we shall reo
tum 10 it, it must be realised Ihat the Nationalist Party added some·
thing different to the Iraditional policy, namely the linking in a new
way r1f the reserves with the question of African political rights. Before
1949, all the major white political parties were in agreement thai
Africans should not have political rights in South Africa as a whole.
But it was the apologists of Afrikaner nationalism who devised a clear
"alternative" as part of their programme for 10lal apartheid. In the
1942 draft republican constilution, which became a sort of Bible of
Nationalist orthodoxy, Article IX spelled OUI the aim:
"To each of such sC'gtegated race groups of Coloured subjects of the
Republic, self-government will be granted within their own terri·
tory under the central management of the general ,overnment of
the country, in accordance with the fitness of the gToup for the
carrying out of such 'self1l:0vernment for which they will have to be
systematically trained." (Section 2)

As soon as it came 10 power, the Nationalist Party began to implement
Ihis arrogantly racist policy. The abolition of the old advisory Natives
Representative Council and of the 4 white senators 'representinlt'
African interests in the whites-only parliament was the first step. 11
indicated clearly that as far as the Nationalist Party was concerned,
there was no. common African interest, no nati"n such as the African
National Congress set out to build and defend from its inception in
1912, and no possibility of African rights in respect of the central
government. At the same time, and in the same measure (the Bantu
Authorities Act of 195 I) the Nationalists launched a programme of reo
tribalising the African people, making a select handful of tribal 'authorities' the new warders of the tribal prisons which the reserves were to
become. Far from being requested, this measure was bitterly resisted
by the people In all parts of the country.
In April 1955 the United Transkeian Territories General Council the Bunga - voted unanimoualy to accept the Bantu Authorities sys·
tem in the Transkel. ThIs has often been claimed by apanheid propa·
gandist. IS 'proor of the aovemment'. clalm that it was only dolna
what the people asked of it. We must examine the deci.lon and see

what it really meant. If the Bunga had been an organ of popular power.
then the decision would support the claims made for il. But the Bunga
was nothing of the sorl. II was only partly elected, and Ihal pari was
indirect. i.e. members were voted in not hy the people as such but by
the (partly elected) district councils set up throughout the area in the
last decade or so cf the IQth «ntul)'. The local council system was de·
vised by the British colonialists as a substitute for the independent and
aUlhentic forms of government which the peoples of the region had
enjoyed until they were conquered and their territories annexed. Thus
historically the very basis of the cotlncil system of which the Bungs
was the apex was alien domination. The fact that the chiefs and headmen were incorporated into this system and played a major part in it
right up 10 the time when the Bungs look that decision in 1955 and
thereby - in effect ~ abolished ilself, no more makes the resulting
governmental system authentic, indigenous or ( what is more to the
point ) democratic thlll1 was indirect rule anywhere that it was prac·
tised in the whole of the British empire. True enough, the Bunga now
and again voiced the wider dissatisfactions and political aspirations of
the African people, but it did not do so consistently, nor could it, in
view of its role as an instrument of white domination. Factors which
contributed to its downfall were its built·in bias towards the chieftain·
$hip, its irrelevance for the growing working.class and urban African
population, and its impotence in the face of the white government's
monopoly of state power.
These points bear consideration today, 21 years later. because in all
major respects the 'government' of the 'independent' Transkei wUl
carry the same key features as the system out of which it has grown.
Far from being an organ of popular power, it can only.be an instrument
of continued white d',)mination. So we should not be surprised at the
'request' for independence, any more than the 1955 decision by the
Bunga was accidental or improbable. When the puppet opens its
mouth to speak, what else can it say other than what the puppeteer
makes it say?
The next step in the evolution of the policy was the Promotion of
Bantu Self-government Act of 1959. By then, of course, Verwoerd was
at the helm, and this key extension of the Bantustan policy bears the
stamp of his evil genius. The preamble to the Act spells out the aim;
"Whcreu the Banlu people. of the Union ot South Afric. do not
connilule a homol("eneouJ people, but form .eparate national uniu
on the buu of lanllage and ewture:
And whereat it i. dnirable for the welfare and progrCl$ of Ihe laid
peoples 10 afford recognition 10 Ihe variou. national units and to

provide for their gradulJ development within their own areas to ,elf·
,oveming unill on the bali, of Rantu systems of government:
And whereas it i. therefore expedient to develop and extend the
'hntu .y.tem of government for which provision h;u been made in
the Bantu Authorities Act 19!i I ...
And whereas the development of self1lovemment is stimuJated by
the grant to telTitorial authorities of control over the land in their
areas, and it is therefore expedient 10 provide for the ultimate
il.II.i(nment to territorial authorities of certain rights and poWCTS •• ,"
etc. etc.
Again, the keynote is: there is no African nation. Indeed the Act represented a declaration of war against African nationalism. The fact
that it did so not in the language of tribalism overtly (although that was
clearly the intention) but in the language of the self-determination of
nations, testifies to the anti-<:olonial temper of the limes, and above all
to the new strength and assertiveness of the revolutionary national·
democlatic movement in South Africa itself, spearheaded by the ANC.
FOI by 1959 the ANC, standing at the head of an unprecedentedly wide
and solid united front for democracy and national liberation, was rais·
ing the demand for majority rule with a forcefulness and insistence
which compelled the authorities to take it into account. Yet they
could only react within the terms of their own policy and class in·
terests, with a programme whose very essence was the denial of democratic rights and the repress.ion of the power of the people - a pro·
gramme that was couched in its opposite, the garb of national selfdeterminatjon.
Herein also lies a wider implication of the Transkei's 'independence'.
II would not be mooted, would probably never have been conceived,
but for the rising tide of liberation. The,enemy does not act in isola·
tion, but frames his policies in response to the pressure of the oppressed
masses. The dialectical development of society is thus clearly revealed
in a policy which pays Iip-service to the idea of self-determination, and
which has evolved as a consequence not merely of the racist blue-pnOl
of its designers but also as an indirect consequence of the struggle for
self-determination of the African and other oppressed peoples of South
Africa.

The Next Step - 1961 to 1963
In 1961 a member of the Transkeian Terrilorial Authority (TTA)
moved I Iesolution requesting the South African government to "declare the Transkei Tenitories as a whole a self-governing state under the
conlrol of the Bantu people". The resolutfon led to the appointment of
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a Recess Committee which worked under the thumb of ~antu Affairs
Department officials, was given a constitution 10 discuss allegedly
drafted by Matanzima himsel{, and not allowed to consider alternative
proposals for 'a multi·racial parliament'. Despite growing unhappiness
about the whole thing even in some chiefly circles, and a shadowy
awareness among the people at large that something sinister was afoot,
it was possible for the TT A to approve the recess committee's report
and by January 1963 the new constitution had shifted from the draw.
ing board to the plane of the white parliament in Cape Town where it
was duly turned into law.
The significance of these events lay more in their contut than in
themselves. First of all, none of this would have been possible without
the 1959 legislation by which the racist regime had prepared for such
developments. Secondly, between the 1959 Act and the 1963 consti·
tution lay the most turbulem upheaval in South Africa's history - (Wo
aspects of which are particularly relevant when considering the genesis
of the Transkei 'state'. The first of these was the banning of the ANC
in 1960 which, together with the State of fmergency and the mass
arrest of thousands of activists drove the whole liberation movement
underground and on to the defensive.
Although the National
Convention and the May 30day stay.at.home campaign of the follOWing
year were widely effeclive. the initiative was beginning to pass into the
enemy's hands, and in 1963/64 the movement was dealt many severe
blows under the notorious 9Q.day and 1800day detention laws. The ad·
vance to armed struggle could not be sustained at that time, and Ihe reo
treat into exile was begun - a process rhat was difficult, costly, but
essential for the survival of the liberation movement.
This was the general political context in which the Transkei's 1963
constitution was foisted upon the people. Butlhe same period had witnessed an armed insurrection in the Transkei itself of a scale and a mili·
tance which made it a uniquely significant episode in the glorious history of the liberation struggle. That uprising too was put down with
great brutality and by overWhelming force. But though it failed in its
objectives, it served notice on the oppressors that they could not stand
still -they must refine and develop the means of repression.
The main legal instrument of repression then introduced was Proclamation 400 of 1960 which gave to the' tribal authorities in the
Transkei draconian powers to control meednas, banish individuals and
detain people indefinitely without triaL Accordln, to official figures,
In the first two momhs of the new law (Dec. '60Jan. '61) alone, 361
persons were detained. No figures seem to be available for 1961 and
1962, but In 1963 alone 592 persons In the Tranlkei were detained
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under this proclamation, and in the following 11 years (1964-74 inclu·
sive) a further 509 persons were detained. Many of these were held for
months on end; very few were ever tried; few of those tried were ever
convicted. One of the men detained in 1963, to get him out of the way
during the first election campaign in the Transkei in that year, was
Leonard Mdingi. He was arrested in March this year under the Terrorism Act - this time in Natal. At the time of writing he was still in
detention.
Some detainees are known to have died. The full indictment of
Vorster's thugs and Matanzima's henchmen for their crimes under
Proclamation 400 will only be drawn up when the people take power
and can uncover the truth fUlly. Suffice it to point out that Matanzima
is an unabashed supporter of repression by such means, and has de·
c1ared his intention of arriving at the 'independence' stage with this 16·
year old emergency legislation still in force and in use. And not only
Ptoclamation 400 but also the Suppression of Communism Act and
Terrorism Act.
These facts are important, and testify to the anti.popular, anti·
democratic regime created by the racists in the Transkei, which is now
about to be rewarded for its faithful compliance with the intentions of
its white overlords. But the equally important fact must not be lost
sight of, namely that the further promotion of the whole Bantustan
scheme through the 1963 Transkei Constitution was only possible because it was accompanied by this vicious nation·wide and local repres·
sion of the people's struggle. And this proves even more decisively how
blatant is the lie that the Bantustan programme in general. and its
Transkeian front-runner in particular, are the outcome of the African
people's "requests" to the apartheid -rcgime and its considered response
to them.
Before moving on to assess the 1963 Transkei constitution let us
pause to consider brieny the significance of the 1960/61 uprising in
Pondoland and some other paris of the Transkel. Its failure may be
likened to thai of the Moscow uprising in the first Russian revolulion of
1905·7. Few people would now argue about either heroic effort that
because it failed il should not have been undertaken at all. Quite the
contrary. The need was to fight it more skilfully, with more modem
weapons and better understanding of military stralegy and tactics.
(The acqUisition of a better technical preparation for armed struggle is
one of the gains the liberation movement has begun to make In the
intervenina years since then.) An even more important point to make Is
that, perhaps lnevltably In the circumsunces, but certainly fatally, the
uprlslnlin the Transkel was too liule connected to the orlanlsed Iibera·
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tion struggles going on in other parts of the country, and completely
unconnected with the potential sources of support available in the out·
side world. The underlying significance of this is that the struggle
against the whole Bantustan policy. against the local puppets o{ the
Pretoria regime, cannot successfully be conducted in i$O/Qtion.within
the Bantustans themselves. No 'solution" to the 'independence' of the
Trapskei can be found within the Transkei ilself; it will be found in the
national liberation struggle Ihroughout the country as a whole (which
will of course be fought. Is being fought, In the Bantustans too) as part
and parcel of - and consciously linked with - the successful liberation
struggles in other parts of Africa and in close alliance with the revolutionary forces on a world scale led by the socialist countries. This is already, and has for a long time been, the strategy of the ANC, but the
point needs to be emphasised now because of the danger that, by focussing everybody's attention on the Transkel as such, the enemy can
divert us from the wider national and international context in Which
the struggle aglipst the 'independence' of the Transkei takes place.
The 1963 Transkel Constitution .Act created a legislature with a
composition and powers that would not be taken seriously anywhere in
the world as evidence of progress towards self-government. It established a pattern that has remained for 13 years, and been applied in all
the other Bantustans, and which is only now, on the eve of 'independence' to be altered, namely, that the elected memhers of the
legislative Assembly are in a minority. This pattern is further testimony to the anti-democratlc character of the Bantustan administrations. By building into these dummy bodies a guaranteed pro-govemment majority of its own appointed and salaried nominees, the Pretoria
regime has amply shown how sure it Is that any genuinely democratic
exercise of popular opinion would repudiate all that it stands for. The
extraordinary thing is, that from all accounts it appears that Matanzima
has been even more hostile to any extension of the elected element
than his masters. Initially, Verwoerd compelled him to accept 45 elected seats (out of a total of 109) - more than Matanzima wanted; and
this year, Pretoria has insisted upon opening the door to parity of the
elected and nominated members in the Transkei Assembly (75 chiefs
and 75 elected). ('.ven this cautious token gesture in the direction of
democratic principles, although it in no way threatens his control, has
reportedly been resisted by MatanZlma. But, in reality, there is nothing
surprising about this. The slave turned slave-drlver Is notoriously more
cruel and repressive than the s1ave-owner, and that is usually because
his power is derived, secondary, borrowed from above, and he seeks to
mask this fact and compensate for it by excessive zeal with the whip.
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. "The powers of the Transkei administration under the 1963 Act were
very narrow.•AU ·aspects of security except the control of police sLa·
tions were retained by Pretoria, al Wall the control of all.main aspecu of
economic life. Only 5 departments were created for the Transkeians\
to "gain practice" in the art of self-government, apartheld-style·; education, public works, agriculture and forestry, justice and the interior.
Ten YE!art later. in 1973, health was added all a sixth "ministrv'.
Finance fell under the. chief minisler, who in any ca~ has from the
beginning ruled, the whole· motley collection with scant regard for the
forms of bourgeois democracy and the conventions of cabinet collectivity apPJopriate to Westminster-type parliaments. (The Westminster
model is not relevant in fact, because it rests upon a wholly elected
(lower) chamber where rule·maklng power formally resides). But tile
reality. of. power in a Westminster-type government hall existed in the
Transkei, namely rh~t effective decision-making power lies not in the
legilJati,ve sphere, but with the civil servants who make policy. frame
legislation, interpret and implement policy. and run the whole thing
behind a curtain of secrecy. And in the Transkei the top civil servants
h.ave been whites - PrelOria's servants, located in all the key positions,
because the racists have never trusted their own stooges lufficiendy
to risk a real devolution of power 10 them.
. The notorious Hans Abraham, the former Commiuioner-General,
Wall only the most visible, Ute most senior of these ,white officials who.
in reality have been running the Transkei for all these yean, He performed a useful function' for the racists by belna: so obnoxious, arrogant and hateful - it made him the' target for hostility, an ever-present
butt for ~atanzima's well-publicised lJttle clashes with Pretoria, while
the hundreds of olher Hans Abrahams got on quietly with their work.
In 1963 there were no fewer than 455 of them. Nine years later, in
1972, there were still 314 of them. So much for the myth of "selfgovernment"
It was only in 1975 - 12 years after the 1963 constitution was sup·
posed to have inlroduced"self-government" - that for the first time an
African became head of one of the departments of the Transkei govern·
ment.· (It was the Education Department, where few whites had ever
been involved at lower levels anyway, and therefore "Africanisation"
could proceed more qUickly than in other departmenll, unhampered by
the tolden rule of the South African racist regime: that no white shall
ever be placed in a position of subordination to a black.) Most of the
old and new ministries will continue to be headed by white officials
seconded from Pretoria even after the Transkei gets ill nominal independence . .Most important of all, from Vorster's point of view, the
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Transkeian Bureau of State Security is to comprise all the pre-indepc:ndence members of BOSS, who wm be seconded on loan to the
Transkei.
Thus Ihe ultimate boss of Ihe Transkei will be, not
Matanzima, bUI South Africa's:Bureau of State Security!

"Self-government"' - 1963 to 1976
It is worthwhile examining the 13 years of Transkeian self.government
because the new state's basic features will have been shaped by the pre·
paratory period ~ince 1963. We have touched on the repre~sive, antipopular character of Ihe administration in the Transkei, and shown its
origil)s in the use by the Nationalist government of the traditional chiefs
as instruments of domination - a policy so unpopular Ihal it brought
most parIS of the region into open rebellion in the early 19605. In the
ensuing period, the spirit of rebellion has remained strong, although the
possibility of Ihrowing off the brutal and corrupt rule of Pretoria's
puppets has not existed. In April 1972, for example, Mr.O, Mpondo,
then deputy leader of the Democratic Party, in a speech calling for the
repeal of the State of Emergency which had operated fOT 9 years,
pointed out thai a wave of dissatisfaclion and resentment was sweeping
the territory: he compared the Transkei to a volcano which would one
day erupt. Frequent eruptions of discontent and militant defiance of
the authorilies have been a feature oflhe Transkei's schools Ihroughout
the past decade, and many hundreds of young blacks have been arrest·
ed, fined and expelled from various instilUlions. (It is worth recalling
in this context that, according to the 1970 census figures, 763,800 of
the 1.6 million Xhosas living in the Transkei, i.e. no less than 46,5%, are
under Ihe age of I 5).
11 is because the spirit of rebellion is very much alive, and looking
for ways to organise and express itself, thai Matanzima has armed him·
self with such sweeping powe~ of repression. He has declared his total
opposiiion to Communists, "terrorists", SASO, trade unionism, etc.,
and _ feeble though the opposition to him in the legislative Assembly
has always been - he has nevertheless indicated his hope that even Ihal
will wither away and leave him in sole and undisputed sway. Under
Section I of the Second Bantu Laws Amendment Act No. 71 of 1974,
Matanzima can assume eXlensive powers to ban African organisations,
prohibit individuals from belonging to them, stop the publication of
any speech or writing by an African etc. etc. In short, not only will the
Transkei enter its independence with all the main terror laws of the
white regime in operation (Suppression of Communism Act, Terrorism
Act), but it will also be able to operate its own version of these same
laws_
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Matanzima has amply proved that he is not slow to use such
methods. One could fill a book with instances of the repression he has
used since 1963. Typical w. thelrantinlin 1974 ofspedal powers to
the"Minister of Health to demolish the hut of any person liYif1J in his
uea, and to move tribesmen without notice from one area to another without liability for compel\lltion. The "crimes" for which these reprisals may be invoked include boycottinl a meetinl called by the
chief, and failing to show proper respect to him. Matanzima has im·
prisoned and banished opponents, isolated and exduded pouible rivals,
and buDied eYen the moderate dissenters. The point of emphasisinlthis
is' to ihow that the method, of Matanzima are inevitably the lime as
those of his white masters, becaulot his policies are the same and his
reJime is just a creature, an extension of theirs. 'Independence' will not
qualitatively alter this fact.
We have seen, too, how self-aovcrnment Transkei-style has meant the
continued rule of white administrators, and how this is also loinl to
continue after 'independence'. This, however, is only one of many
strings that Mr. Vorster can pull. Another Important Urinlls lovtlm·
ment finance. In 1972/3 the Transkeian 'government' raised only
R9.l million or 32.3% of its total revenue from its own resources (tua.
"tlon, fines, rents, liquor profits and a few forestry and alricultufJl
schemes). R28.l million was prOVided by the South African IOvern·
ment (not including the salaries of the seconded white offidals). With
the subsequent decentfJllsation of services preViously pTOYided by the
cenual government, the actual finandal" commitments of the
Transkeian administration have grown considerably within the past 34
years. But there is little scope for increasing the amount of revenue
from local resources because this depends basically on two factors:
income levels, and the lenet'11 level of commerdal actiYity. Since both
these are very low, Inco:ne from local resources Is Yinually static. So
the additional needs of the administt'1tion have to be supplied by
Pretoria. The figures for 1974nS YiYidly demonstrate this trend (which
is common to all the Bantustans): loYernment income from local
lOurcel was the same as two years previously, R9.1 million, but the
allocation from cenual gOYernment was R64 mnlion; thus the propor·
tion of loYernment reYenue deriYed locally had fallen to 14.2%. The
pro"spect is therefore not of ITOwing independence for the Transltei in
the sphere of gOYernment revenue, but of Irowing dependence on the
South African government.
It is easy to show that the vast majority of functions of any ordinary
government have to this day not been handed over to the Transkel, and
that the range of ministries in which 'self-government' is supposed (0
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have been praclised since 1963 is very restricted. Fven mole revealing
of the nature of this self-government is what has been going on within
those ministries. The largest, Education, has faithfully continued to implement the Vefwocrdian policy of 'Bantu education' in all its major
aspects, with the consequent disenchantment of the youth which we
have already mentioned. (The only exception has been in respect of
mother tongue education, which is too unpopular even for the Bantustan authorities to get away with). The Interior ministry is a hot-bed
of corruption and bribery. Responsible, amongst other things, for the
payment of old age and disability pensions, the granting of licences and
the imposition of various levies, t~is ministry has become notorious for
the immorality of many of its officials. A typical observation was by a
Mr. Kutu. member of the legislative assembly, in 1974: "Many old and
sickly people in the Transkei receive no benefits. Sometimes old people
will tell you they did not have the money to bribe the officials who de·
cide their eligibility for a pension." fven Matanlima himself, announc·
ing recent changes in the way in which pensions are to be administered,
has admitted that such practices are widespread.
Particularly illuminating is the sphere of local government, Le. the
administration of towns. Although the towns in Ihe territory are all
small and entail very little 'government~ all the main ones were until
very recently dominated by whites, in the sense that whites owned
most of the key sites, the main businesses etc., and in some cases ran all
the main services. So for the first 7 years of "self-government" the
towns were excluded from the sphere of nominal African control, and
continued to be run by the Cape Administration. Then in 1970 the
Bantu Affairs Minister established an (all-white) Transkeian Townships
Board (ITB) to take over the towps, and the following year the revolu·
tionary proposal was unveiled that 19 out of the 26 towns would in
future be supervised by African advisory commillees under the ITB.
(Unfortunately, the major towns - Umtata, Butterworth, Matatiele,
Port St. Johns etc. - remained either partly or wholly zoned for whites,
and were therefore excluded from the new scheme). So outright while
conlrol remained wherever white interests were present, and elsewhere,
African puppets were created to mask the ultimate domination of the
white regime.
In a recent interview with Drum (8.3.76) Mr. Joseph Kobo, a memo
ber of Ihe Dalindyebo regional authority, described how town and vii·
lage management had deteriorated since the introduction of the new
system. Street lighting has broken down; grass grows and cattle graze
in the main S!Teets; goods delivered by railway buses to trading depots
(which used to be S10red in the depots when they were owned by indio
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vidual white enlrepreneurs) are now dumped in the open (since the
Xhosa Development Corporation took control of the trading stor(1),
where they deteriorate rapidly. Kobo said:
"YOII go to the local magistnte and he telb yOIl that thil hill got
nothing to do with him. ."11 in all the TIS i. failing in its dllty to
educate the new black vUla~ management board. abollt the rllnning
of I town. There are lOme guys who are called mlyon of theae
.towns. But in front of hi. house yOIl find thlt the grlY i. growinll
uncb«ked, the street has become I don,. and animal. are Ifuing
anywhere. All the py is concerncd obout is thot hc is 0 Moyor. ..

The Men Who Want To Be Mayor
The creation of a petty officialdom is the only 'achievement' of 13
years of ·self·government' in tht Transkei. Just how extensive is this
new dass emerges from some very revealing employment statistics reo
lating to mid·1969 disclosed by Ihe Ministtr of Bantu Affairs in
parliament the following year. There were then 42,400 Africans in
employment in the Transkei (i.e. wage or salary earners, but not in·
eluding subsistence farming). Of Ihese, 14,216 were directly employed
by government deparlments, anolher 1,708 were employed by local
authorities, and 2,135 wert employed by public corporations. If we
add 10 these the 1,270 employed by semi·governmental organisallons,
and the 1,282 employed by Ihe railways, we nnd'ihat 20,611 people or nearly half those in paid employment in the Traoskei - were directly
or-indirectly employed by Ihe slate. Although reliable figures are hard
to come by, il appears that the number of African civil servants in the
Transkel (excluding executive level) grew from 1,991 in 1963 to
4,()68 in 1973, and il can be safely assumed that this figure has grown
considerably since tlten.
An example of this gtowth is the Transkeian police. According to
Matanzima al a recent police parade, in 1963 "the Transkei police
started with 100 members at magislTate1' offices and were involved in
clerical and land matters. We had no police Itations under OUt
control." Today there are 750 Transkel police, controlling 36 police
statlom, a mobile unit and a stock-theft unit. (Rand Daily Mail 26th
February,1976).
The latest available figure for Transkei civil servants is 5.121 at the
end of 1974. If Ihis figure i, comparable with those cited in Ihe text. il
represents a 20 per cent increase in the ,ize of the Public Service in tlte
space of a year! "Independence" is going to vastly increase the number
of such jobs available, and tlte status attaching to them. And this. with·
out doubt, is the major danger to the liberation movemenl posed by
developments in the Transkei.
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With "independence", for the first time in South Africa's history, a
small but significant group of Africans will be proclaiming thai they
have achieved their freedort:l and independence, that they are no longer
subject to white minority tule and 'baasskap', and that they achieved
this not by confronting the white authorilies, but by co-operaling with
them. For the first time, black collaborators with white sUPJCmacy will
have something concrete to show for their gains: position, status, authority, and money. It will not mailer to them that they owe their position not to their own and their people's struggles, but to their personal
ambition, and reckless disregard for the unity of the African people as
a whole in the struggle 10 further. their interests. It will not matter to
these vain and selfish careerists that the status they enjoy will be confined to their own circles, and will not impress the workers and the
mass of the people generally. It will not.matter to such opportunists
that their authority rests ultimately on the power and the sanction of
their real controllers, the racist regime.
"The men who want 10 be Mayor" have always existed in South
Africa. But the Bantustan programme gives them a unique opportunity
10 realise their ambitions. And as the South African Communist Party
has strongly warned, a new feature of the crisis of imperialism and
ap.artheid in South Africa is that the racists can no longer rule on th~ir
own. (See Central Committee statement: "Defeat VOrlter and his
collaborators" in African Communist No. 64 p. 22.) They desperately
need black allies, whose main purpose is to confuse and divide the
oppressed in their struggle for total liberation. II is in this context {hat
the defection of some former Congressites assumes significance. Some
militants will rejoice at the departure from the ranks of the liberation
movement of men who have demonstrated that personal advancement
is more important to them than the cause of their people; some may
argue that the movement can only grow stronger by ridding itself of
such elements who appear to support the Freedom Otarter but actually
have no faith in the programme of the ANC or the strength of the
masses to realise it. There is much force in these views. Yet ultimately
it is no cause to rejoice when the enemy succeeds in attracting to his
side the ambitious, the irresolute, the spineless ones amonpt "the op·
pressed people. We are not ,peaking here of th.e tribalists and longstanding qUislings like Matanzima and Mangope. No, the new element·
is the handful of former participants in the liberation struggle who have
now turned into renegades: and, in addition, the ordinary petlt-bourgeois elements in all the Bantustans who get drawn into the machinery
of govemment and help to form this new class, this bureaucratic bourgeoisie, which is going to start coming into its own with the 'indepen-

dence' of the Transkei. Whatever their motives, all these black collabor·
ators with racist oppression end up in the same camp. and whik not
escaping their qwn oppression (whatever illusions they may harbour
about that), they will inevitably become oppressors themselves enemies of the people who can expect to suffer the same fate as any
other enemy of the people.
This development challenges the liberation movement to consolidate
its unity, to redouble its efforts to expose the Bantustans as the fraud
they are, to develop wider resistance to the policy in the Bantustans
themselves and in the countlY as a whole, to strengthen the links between the struggle,s of the people in the Bantustans and the struggles of
the people in the cities, to thwart in the international sphere the ener·
getic attempts being made by the South African government to project
the Transkei as a genuinely independent state.

The Economy of an Independent Fowl Run
When Olief Sabata Dalindyebo once described the Iranskei as a fowl
run it was an apt ph~~" The territory is and has been for m"any years
pock-marked wilh ,dongas and ravines, dry and denuded patches,
ravaged by erosion and the effects ,of o~rcrowdiOlt, and in general is
a tragically run40wn and depressed shadow oJ the beautiful and fertile
land it once was, Calculations based on the 1970 census reveal that the
average population density then was 1.22 people Per square mile, and if
all the Iranskeian Xhosas were somehow to be cleared out of white
South Africa and squashed into their nominal 'homeland\ the density
would be 212 per square mile, This means that although the Iranskei
is a predominantly rural-area, it is in fact far more densely populated
than so-called white South Africa - the 87% of our country which the
racists arrogantly claim as their own - in which the population density
for all races is only 35 per square mile (and that includes all the major
cities and hundreds of towns!)
The b"asic notion of the Bantustan policy is to give Africans political
rights (albeit largely illusory) in the, reserves, while maintaining the
supply of cheap-black labour to the white econoJ!lY. Verwoerd called
this 'separation in the political sphere' but he and all other apologists
fOJ the Bantustans have s~ressed that this will not mean separation in
the ~conomic sphere. In other words. the white bourgeoisie's monopoly of the control of the means of production in all spheres (mining,
industry, agriculture, finance etc,) will not be qualified or undermined
in any way by the Bantustan system,
Against this reactionary and exploitative policy the liberation move·
ment has long argued that the ending of ra~al discrimination is not pos·
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sible without control of the commanding heights of the economy pass·
ing into the hands of the people as a whole - as well as political power.
This idea is clearty spelled out in the Freedom O1arter, and it is based
on the recognition of the reality that political power divorced from
economic power is ultimately a hollow fiction. But this is precisely
what the Bantustan apologists are offering, and 'what some short-sighted
collaboraton are falling for.
Some simple facts confirm that the destiny of the Transkei, as of all
other Bantustans, can only be 10 act as reservoirs of cheap labour for
the white economy. f.ven the 1970 census figures, which were care·
fully arranged to promote the whole Bantustan polley, Indicated that
only 5S'% of the total number of Transkeian Xhosu were actually living
in the lerritol)". And if the high rate of migration (rom the Transkei to
all parts of South Africa is taken Into account, the proportion of
Transkeian Xhosas actually living permanently in the Transkells probably less than a third. (Of coune, the tribal blufi-print dovised by the
racists Is.responsible for such ridiculous terms as 'Transkeian Xhosas',
as distinct from 'Ciskeian Xhosu', and regardless of the actual ethnic
differences among all the people lumped logether as 'Xhosas', and of
their common Identity with the African people as. whole).
What economic benefits will the Transkel's 'independence' bring 10
all the Transkeian Xhosu living outside the Transkei? The answer is
obvious: none at all. 'They will simply pas, from one form of servl·
tude (non·dtiuns of white South Africa) to another (citizens of a
pseudo-ltate). On the much-publicised issue of the citizenship status of
the non-resident Transkeians, not only has Matanzima deliberately lied
and m!srepreaented the actual pOIition, but he has cravenly fallen In
with the demands of his white bosses - IS Indeed he has on every other
aspect leading up to the Transkei's independence. Press sensationalism
about such matters aside, the only thing likely to change is that those
who now carl)" ordinary passes will in future carl)" Transkelan 'pass·
pOrlS' which will serve the same function as passes. in short, there is
Unle of political substance 10 the whole citizenship issue, and to some
eXlent II is a diversion from the basic fact thai Ihe majority of the
people who are supposed to be getting their 'independence' in October
haVe no economic fulure - no jobs - inside Iheir nominal homeland,
and will remain an integral part of the economy of South Africa IS a
whole.
The' 257,CXJO Transkeian citizens working in white South Africa are
estimated 10 earn about Rli 5 million a year. (This compares with a
total of about 47,500 wageoeamers in Ihe Transkel itself). It Is only by
adding those earnings into the income actually generated in the
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Transkei itself that the racist statisticians are able to produce the figure
of an annual per capita income for the Transkei of RI7S, (as compared
with the level set by Ihe UN as warranting top priority for development
aid, namely RI43 a year). This little trick is repeated in respect of the
Transkei's gross domestic product (R131 million or R70 per head) and
gross national income (R390 million). Besides obSCUring the cruel
poverty that prevails in the tenitory, these figures are designed to provide a wholly false basis for comparison with independent African
states. If Matanzima proceeds with plans mooted last year to impose a
compulsory 30% deferment of the pay of Transkeian migrant worken,
it will mean that Xhosa--speaking worken in the urban areas will be
forced to subsidise the economy of a country where they do not live;
the fruils of 'independence' could be bitler indeed!
What are the economic prospects for Ihe 1.7 million people living in
the Transkei? As we have seen, nearly half of them are under 15, and a
further 16.6% are over 45. Of the population between the ages of 15
and 44 inclusive, 68.3% are women. Fslimates or"the number of pepple
coming on to the labour market every year range from 17,000 to
20,000. (Yet the lotal employment in manufacturing industry in 1974
was only 4,050.) Thus every 2·3 yean, more Transkeian dtlzens enter
the labour market than the total number of Transkeians in paid
employment within the territory. In the ten yean of its existence the
Xhosa Development Corporation only claims to have created 16,000
new jobs (less than one yeu's potential new employees) -" and even
thai claim might not stand up to examination because so much of the
activity of the XDC has been to re.aflocale control of existing busi·
nesses rather than to create new ones.
In 1972 (the latest available figures), the total value of agricultural
output of the Transkei was only Rg.l million, comprising R7.6 million
crop production and ROS million pastoral production. These figures
mean that Ihe value of agricultural production was only a mere R5 per
head of the actual populatiotf living in the territory. No wonder, then,
'as even the XDC, which issues a stream of propaganda about the economic 'progress' of the Transkei, has been forced to admit, that the territory has to imporl 90% of its food. For an 'independent' country
which is primarily agricultural, this is nothing short of a disaster
situation.
As for industry, the position would be laughable, were it not tragic.
Total industrial production in 1970 reached a value of only R4.4
million, and although several new enterprises have been opened up since
then, including some foreign controlled ones, the scale of industrial production is still ludicrously small - as the employment figures in manu·
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facturing (quoted above) clearly indicate. What is more, wage rates in
these few industries, as in the border industries, are 25·50% lower than
for comparable 'work in tfte factories of 'white South Africa'. Of
course, il is precisely this increased rate of exploitation which auracts
some small labour·intensive manufacturing concerns to a backwater
like the Transkei, because II compensates them for the disadvantages of
the region's remoteness, lack of nearby raw materials, non~xiSlent an·
cillary service industries, and higher transport costs for the finished
product.

The truth is thai, rar from haVing any prospect of economic self·
sufficiency within the next generation or two, the Transkei's econoiny
is becoming more deeply enmeshed with, more reliant on, more sub·
servient to, the dominating forces in the economy &f white South
Africa. Whereas in 1960 migrant labour contributed less than half of
the Transkei's national income, by 1970 il was contributing almost
70'%. (It is interesting to note that these figures were published by a
pro.apartheid institution which set oUI to paint a rosy picture of the
Transkei's economic future - Survey by the Bureau for Economic
Research into Bantu Development (BENBO), Rilnd DtJily Mail 3rd
March 1976.) The growing subservience of Ihe Transkei's economy
emerges clearly from an examination of Ihe role of the Xhosa Development Corporation (XDC). Set up in 1966 to perform the same function
for the Transkei and the Ciskei as the Bantu Investment Corporation
performs for the other Bantuslans, it has conccntrated its attention on
Ihe Transkei, with insidious results.
The XDC is a state corporation, established by the South African
government, and representing an extension of the power of state
capital, which in South Africa has emerged as a particularly marked
feature of the development of state.monopoly capitalism. While it is, in
a loose manner of speaking, white capital, it must be distinguished from
white private capital, with which state capital competes to some degree.
The XOC has established a stranglehold On wholesale and retail trade in
the Transkei. By 1974,525 retail trading stations previously owned by
whites had been bought up by official corporations, it was disclosed
in Parliamenl (27th August '74);i1 is a safe Ilet tha: most of these were
taken over by the XDC, since more than a year before that, in March
1973, it was already controlling 144 trading stations previously owned
by whites, and had already sold another 350 trading stations to
Africans. This is not the usual case of 'Africanising' commercc. Nearly
all Africans who purchase enterprises from the XDC have to borrow
money from it in order to do so. This means that small African entre·
preneurs are encourall;ed to emerge, but only on the terms dictated by
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which .sets prices, fIXes the interest on loans, and ruthlessly
e.xplpits iJs enormously superior financial power. By now, virtually all
P,t.e white t,raders in the Transkei have been bought out; needless to
say, few complaints have been heard about the terms they got.
(typical of the XOC's discriminalion in favour of the departing, whites
was the deal it did in March 1973, when it sold 155 second·hand Iractors to whites at 30-50% of their cost price four years previou.s!y. The
machines had been available for use by Africans - until they lost them
through this dea1.)
The XOC by no means confines itself to trade. By 1973 it had
bought up 18 garages, several bottle stores, alleast eight blocks of flats
in Umtata (let to white officials or XDC employees at sub·market
rates!) and several hotels. By now the XDC probably has a near-monopoly poiition in the hotel trade in the Tr!lnskei, and the only sector it
has not got a grip on is road transport. In addition the XDC has encouraged a number of white-owned businesses to enter the Tra~~ei ol\an
'agency' basis (for a maximum period of25 years), and has made a large
number of loans to Africans for hire.purchase purposes, nousing, and
the expansion of existing businesses. Described as a 'development'
corporation, it has actually done very little developing (J 6,000 new
jobs in ten years, and barely half of these industrial jobst but a greal
deal of taking over and exp)oiting. By 1914 it was employing 4,400
Africans, but Ihere was not a single black person on its Board, and all
the top personnel were whites.
The XDC merits attention because it is the prototype for similar
undertakings in all the Bamustans. It represenls three impqrtant processes which are bound to sharpen considerably the class and Jutional
conflicts in the rural areas:
a) the enlargement of the scope and power of South African state
capital, and its supplanting of white private capital in Ihe Bantustans;
b) the promotion of small-scale African proprietorship in the Bantustans to an unprecedented degree; and
c) the chaining of this new petty bourgeois class to the machinery of
government and administration in the Bantustans, with the intention of
exploiting its economic dependence to secure its political servility.
Nl can be seen from the figures already quoted, the numbers involved
(if one combines those employed by XDC with those financially depen·
dent on it) are considerable, relative to the size of the economically
active population in the Transkei. The formation of this new group
represents a different process - economic rather than political - of
building up the bureaucratic hourgeoisie l but one no less significant
than that already referred to above. In neither case are all the indio

viduals involved willing collaborators with the authorities. Many an
African employee in the ranks of the poli~ or the teachers or the
Public Works depaTlment Cln find no alternative employment; and
many a small businessman has no option but to tum to the XDC. So
the process of the formation of thi~ new class in the Bantustans has a
strong element of compulsion in it. not to mention exploitation. Thus
although this process is dangerous for the liberation struggle, it is full of
contradictions; indeed, insofar as the new bureaucratic bourgeobie is a
conscripted class, it is an unreliable ally of white domination, and this b
one of several reasons why the policy is ultimately doomed to fail.

Conclusion
The Transkei - three separate fragments of land, comprising no more
than a third of the area of a small country like Cuba, and forming an
integral part of the economy and polity of South Africa - will be
pushed into 'independen~' on 26 October. But on account of its
origins, ii!! purpose, its real rulers, as well as its nominal rulers, it will be
a racist state no less vile and destructive than the apartheid regime from
which it has emerged. Let the black mask on the fa~ of this new
monster fool nobody; it is a creature of white racism, colonialism and
apartheid. Independent Africa will not tolerate this symbol of racial
oppression, and at the diplomatic level the Transkei is headed for a
diplomatic limbo where it will exist without recognition, Only the few
major imperialist allies of Vorster's regime will lend encouragement to
the venture, and even they will find 'it difficult to give the new state the
full and open backing Pretoria wants for it. Meanwhile, in the Transkei
itself, the cocks will crow in their fowl run; but their days will be short,
and they will end up as sacrin~s for the feast of liberation ,
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FOR ZIMBABWE
By A Special Correspondent
The spotlight of world attention has now been tlluled upon the suug·
ale for the liberation of Zimbabwe. Fvents firsl within Mozambique.
and then Angola. hJ'o'e brought it home to increuing numbers of people
thai victory fOI the African majority is ineviuble. fven within the
cirdes of internalional capilal there is a growing awareness of this
threat to their stake in the weahh of the white·ruled sub-conlincnl.
But the Smith regime remains totally intransigent. What is morc, it
hu stepped up its opprmion of the African majority. put 'he country
on I 'lin footing. and seems prepared to go to genocidallenglhs to pro·
lect the privileged position of the white senItI'S.
Realist attention is frequently focussed upon day·lo-<!ay events.
and the underlying situation is often obscured, it is worth recounting
the forms which polilical repression assumes under the setder regime.
The similarities with Rhodesia's soulhern neighbour are too obvious to
need emphasising in this context.
At leut 800 African nalionalins are II present detained without
trial, and the number is steadily increasing: a rurther SO(} opponents
or the regime are in prison. Since UDI in 1965, 60 Arricans have been
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illegally executed. Since April 1975, it has been impossible to get further information about illegal executions, as not even the next of kin
are informed.
A considerable, proportion of the African population lives in the
concentration camps which the regime has set up under the euphemistic
tilles of "protected villages" and "consolidated villages". The re,Rime
admits to herdina 200,000 people into these camps - the real number
is certainly much greater, and may be as high a~ nne million. They are
under armed guard and strict curfew. and are (in the case of the protected villages) surrounded by high fences. At first the regime put forward
the pretence that the villages were "designed to prote<:t civilians from
terrorist atrocities" and to "promote economic and community de·
velopment". But they have increasingly had to admit the real purpose
of the villages - to forcibly separate the freedom fighters from the local
population, in much the same way as American imperialism used the
concept of the "stralegic hamlet" in its Vietnamese war.
In addition, the security forces have introduced a "free,fire zone",
which extends for betwccn one and five kilometres aionlthe country's
extensive borders with Mozambique, Zambia and Botswana. Africans
caught in this zone are shot on sight.
Another important aspect of the operations of the security forces
is the use of the chiefs, hired and fired by the regime, and utilised by it
to impose a reign of terror upon the rural population. The chiefs have
been given the powtr of summary punishment under the Fmergency
Powers Regulations and, if they exceed these powers they, like the
security forces, are covered by the Indemnity and Compensation Act.
This protects them from legal proceedings arising from acts commilted
"in good faith for the purpose of or in connection with the suppression
of terrorism." One of (he recent beneficiaries of the Act was Otief
Jeremiah Chirau who, according to the Catholic Committee for Peace
and Justice, had two African nationalists liVing in his kraal handcuffed
so that he could beat them up at leisure. '11 is worth pointing out that
Chief Otirau was one of the Africans recently appointed by Smith 10
his ministry.
The increased activity carried out'by the security forces has been reflected in the Rhodesian budge!. 20 per cent of this is now devoted to
"defence", and expenditure on that item is up by nearly a third when
oompared with 1975. The Rhodesians have a regular army of 3,500,
with 10,000 Territorials and 35,000 Reserves.
In addition, the
Rhodesian Air Force has 1,200 men: and the British South Africa
Police (whose estimates also took a sharp rise in this year's budget)

8,000.
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Use of AfriCIIR Troops
A crucial factor, politically and militarily, is the presence of African
troops within the regime's forces. The present ratio in the army is three
blacks to every two whites, but the army has announced plans to recruit more Africans, and to commission African officers. Already some
of the protected villages are being left from time to time under the
charge of African warrant officers. The reliance of the regime' upon
African forces, which is likely to increase, must be a source of aCUIe
anxiely for them. For, as Ihe uruggle intensifies, so the prospect of
wholesale defeclions and mutinies must loom ever larger.
The limits to the mobilisation of whites are beginning to show themselves. The increase in conscription has led 10 a flood of emigrants in
the late teens and early twenties. It is only the inflow of Ponuguese
colonists from Mozambique and Angola that has enabled Ihe numbers
of the white settlers to remain approximately Ihe same. In order to uti·
lise this laller group of Portuguese settlers; courses in E'nglish have been
started in the army.. But the c1cu shortage of white manpower makes
the recruit~nt of mercenaries from ¢,e capitalist countries a priority.
Rhodesian IJenu are active In Britain; America, Australia and Soulh
Africa recruiting mer~ries to flabt in the front..J.ine against the liberation mowment, at a saJ.ry of £100 a week.
In protecting its reserves of while manpower, the regime is particularly anxious to forestall a mass exodus from Ihe country .. In order to
do this, it finds-il increasingly necessary 10 restrict.the flow of information, particularly about the success of Ihe freedom fighlers. Shortly
after the successful aclion at Nuanetsi, which resulted in the cutting of
the road link with South Africa,.and the explosion which caused Ihe
closure of the rail link via Rutenga, the regime announced a new form
of censoring the press and broadcasting.. A system of "0" Notices will
prohibit the publication of pieces of information 10 be specified from
time to time by the National Security Committee. The notices cannol
be questioned in the courts "'- neilher can the facl that they have been
issued be publicised. The areas which a "0" Notice may cover include'
"defence, public safety, order, Ihe economic interests of Ihe slate ...
and other allied matters". The reason given for the introduction of this
new fonn of censorship is that the "government considers a measure of
control is necessary in this respect in view of the intense psychological
pressures to which Rhodesia is being subjected."
The naming of the proclamations as "0" Notices is an altempt to .
confuse them with the British device of Ihe same name. ~atever the
demerits of Ihe British procedure, il is at least voluntary, whereas the
Rhodesian version lays down five years imprisonment in the case of
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defiance by the editors (who are in any event sympathetically inclined
to white rule).
Censorship, like the other, more acute forms 'Of repression in which
the Rhodesian state is engaged, is a symptom of the crisis in which
white rule finds itself. As that crisis has deepened, beginning with UDI,
the regime has increasingly Ihrown itself upon the resources of South
Africa in a relationship which, despite some contradictions, has been
generally seen 10 be of mutual benefit to the two white minorities, at
the expense of the mass of the people.

South African Investment
At the time of UD1, the amounl of South African investment in
the Rhodesian economy was estimated at £100 million. Since then, it
has become several times larger, although exact figures are of course impossible to obtain due to the economic clampdown. BUI it would ap·
pear thl! South African capital is dominanl in tobacco, beverages,
chemicals, mining (apart from gold), food manufacture, paper and pub.
lishing; and also possibly in the fields of distribution and tourism.
This investment, and the high rate of profit which it yields, is not
the only advantage which South African Clp'ital has reaped as a result of
the po5t·UDI relationship. Increasingly South Africa has become res·
ponsible for Rhodesa's trade, either on her own account, or acting as a
middleman for some third party. This has been accentuated by the
closure ~f the border with Mozambique, through which about 80 per
cent of Rhodesia's trade had at one time been conducted. This, to·
gether with the earlier closure of the Zambian border. means that great
reliance is now placed on the rail routes via Botswana; and through
Rutenga _ Beit Bridge. The latter link, in fact has been much stressed
in the regime's propaganda, as it provides a direct channel to the white
south. Roger Hawkins, Minister of Transport, has said "it will be able
to carry, if reqUired, all our import and export reqUirements for the
next ten years." So Ihe action of the liberation movement in cutting
that link must have betn a shattering blow to settler morale.
In addition to the economic relationship between Soulh Africa and
Rhodesia, there is the military backing which Vorster gives 10 Smith.
The myth has been invented by Ihe South African government, and
assiduously spread by the bourgeois media in Ihe Wesl, that South
Africa has withdrawn its troops from Rhodesia, in line with its commitmenl under the Lusaka Manifesto of December 1974. But a number
of instances since then have made it clear that 50Ulh Afn'can troops are
still involved in joint actions with the Rhodesian security forces.
In addition, there is the role played by South Africa in the supply of

weapons to the illegal regime. Rhodesian equipment would have been
obsolete lOng ago, had it not been for this source of supply. The most
notorious case was the Jordanian deal, exposed in July 1974, under
which Jordan sold British Hawker Hunter planes, Tigercat missile sys·
terns and Centurion tanks to Rhodesia, using a South African company
as an intermediary. During 1975, South Africa sold a number of
French Alouette helicopters, and British Puma helicopters; and was
also involved in the sale of trainer aircraft from New Zealand. The former British mercenary, Tom McCarthY, who served with the Rhodesian
security forces, has revealed that South African crews and technicians
were sent up to Salisbury with four squadrons of Mirage aueraft in
November 1975. Sueh consignments, he said, are put down by the
South African authorities as "crashed in the operational area", and
written off. He has also stated that while he was in Rhodesia, explanatory leaflets on the mechanism and use of Israeli·made machine guns
were distributed to the troops, presumably in anticipation of a new
arms delivery. Armaments manufactured in Britain, France, Italy,
Belgium, West Germany and NATO wert being used by Smith's forces,
he said.
Although South Africa provides the dominant immediate means of
survival for the Smith regime - which makes Vorster's hypocrisy in
posing as a peacemaker breathtaking - British imperialism must bear a
heavy burden of guilt for the continued oppression of the people of
Zimbabwe.

British Equivocation
The British government, a month before UDI, announced that it would
not use force against the Rhodesian government, come what may. This
deda.Tation was, of course, related to the investment stake which British
capital held in Rhodesia, amounting at thaI time to £200 million. After
UDI, sanctions were applied hesitantly and in a half-hearted fashion,
and were limited in any event 10 Rhodesia, South Africa and {at that
stage) Portugal having no action taken against them, despite the flagrant
manner in which they breached the sanctions orden,
On three occasions, the British government made determined attempts to sell out the African people; the Tiger proposals of 1966, the
Fearless proposals of 1968, and the Home proposals of In'". which led
to the rejection by the African people of the tenns adjudicated by the
Peatce Commission. U~der none of these sets of proposals would
majority rule have been reached before the nnn of the century! rer.
ha~ moS! disgraceful, however, has been the behaviour of the British
government over the execution of African freedom fighters by the

illegal regime. IJespite repeated representations, Ihey have refused to
reprieve Ihe men concerned, or to warn the regime that their action will
render them liable, in due course, to trial for murder.
II should be noted thai imperialist interest in Ihe area is not con·
fined 10 Britain. American Secretary of Slate Kissinger's visit 10 Africa
earlier this year will be a subjeci of concern 10 progressives. Its im·
mediate cause was the viClory of MPLA in Angola, after the US governmenl had given ils assent to Ihe abortive South African military advenlure. BUI Ihe lip-urvice paid to African aspirations by Kissinger was a
cover for the more fundamental policy objectives of.American imperialism. 1'1 particular, South Africa's role in Ihe region was encouraged by
Kissinger, who said that if South Africa promoled a rapid settlement, it
would be positively viewed. In addition, he made a threat of Americar
intervention if there was fighting among Ihe African nationalists, with
the Soviet Union backing' one side. In other words, Kissinger was
anxious 10 keep open an alternative strategy of promoting disunity, and
c1aimin~ this as an excuse for intervention.
It is clear from all these factors, that the struggle of the people of
Zimbabwe cannot be seen in isolation. It is bound up with Ihe world·
wide struggle between imperialism and the forces fighting for national
liberation and socialism. In particular, it is closely linked to the strug·
g1e of Ihe oppressed majority in South Africa to achieve their freedom.
The inevitable growing involvement of Ihe South African ruling class,
overtly or covertly, in the war ill Zimbabwe, will open up new opportunities for the resistance within South Africa itself. In Ihe longer
term, also, the victory over Ihe abhorrent syslem of white supremacy
which continues 10 dominate Southern Africa will strike a massive body
blow to imperialism. and will redound to the profound benefit of the
peoples of the world as a whole.

An Impressive
demonstration
of communist
unity
by Dr Yusuf Dadoo
To atltnd the 25th congress of the Communis! Party of the Soviet

Union held in the Kremlin Palaee of Congresses from February 24 10
March 5, 1976, was a privilege and a source of inspiration for me and

indeed for all the foreign delegates. This was Ihe congress of the party
of Lenin which had successfully carried through the great revolution of
1917, which had broken the capitalist and imperialist domination
hitherto prevailing throughout the world, set up the first workers' state
and laid Ihe foundations for the development of a socialist society in
the Soviet Union; the party which had broken the back of fascism and
Nazism in the second world war, which had opened the road to national

liberation for millions of people groaning under the burdens of colonialism, and which stands at the head of the world progressive forces fighting to eliminate the laSl vestiges of imperialism, monopoliSlic capitalism
and racism, end the exploitation of man by man. In this epoch of transition from capitalism to socialism, this is the Party which leads the way
towards a new world order of peace and prosperity of all peoples based
on common ownership of the means of production and distribution.
The CPSU has seen its membership grow over the years, leaders have
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come and gorie, bUI throughout all Ihese decades, facing and overcoming one cfisis and challenge after another. guided by the principles
of Marxism-Leninism, Ihis great party has maintained ils vision and per·
spective. has earned the love and respect of the Soviet people and progressive people everywhere who have bffn Ihe beneficiaries of its struggle and sacrifice.
In the reaclionary press of the capitalist world we read little except
of the errors and mistakes of Ihe Soviet Union and the CPSU as the
monopolists strive 10 relard the progress of the world's peoples on Ihe
road 10 socialism. The greater the viClories of the Soviet Union and Ihe
socialisl world, the grealer the triumph for the principles of Marxism·
Leninism, the more intense becomes Ihe counterl'rcssure and propaganda of Ihe bourgeois world, desperate 10 save Ihe last bastions of
profit and privilege from destruction. The Solzhenilsyns and Sakharoys
who call for the destruction of Soviel power and bemoan the loss of
Vietnam and Angola by Ihe "free" world arc honoured wilh Nobel
prizes. the scribblinp of every anli-5oviet hack dignified with the name
of literature. Of the urivinp, sacrifices and Iruly magnificent achieve·
ments of the Soviet people who have literally built a new world with
their bare hands we hear lillie or nothing. The peoples of Ihe capilalist
world groaning under the burdens of inflation and unemployment, their
economies ailin. or in ruins, must not be allowed to believe Ihl! the
sO(:ialist alternative is successful. that the crisis of clpltalism cln be
cured by eUminating the motive of privue profit and substituting thai
ofcoJlective ownership Ind planned endeavour.
Even the reports of the 25th congress of the CPSU which were pub.
Iished in the capitalist press were designed to conceal the significance of
the occuion. Every attempt was made to enllrF on points of dif·
ference or conlroveny, 10 find Ihem even where they did nOI exist,
whne Ihe far more impressive positive achievements of Ihe Soviet
people and their party congress were dismissed as insignificanl or un·
interesling.

Participants in Chanse
As comrade Leonid Brezhnev. general secretary of Ihe CPSU ('enlral

Commillee, said in presenlingthe reporl of the Central Committee to
the congress:
''The world Is changing before our YCry eyes, and changing for the
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better. Our people, our Party have not been passive onlookers of these
changes. No, we have been active participants in them. The labour of
the Soviet people, who are building communism, and the ICtivity of the
CPSU and the Soviet state on the international scene are contributing
palpably to the cause of social progress. Are we not entitled to take
pride in this and feel deep gratification over the impact of our ideas, the
effectiveness of our policy and the constructive energy of our people?"
In striking conuau with the capitalist world, where the stop-go process of economic development based on speculalion and greed IS leading
not only to economic collapse, the impoverishment of peoples and dec1iningliving standards but also to the steady erosion of hope for the
future, most strikingly in the breasts of the profiteers themselves - in
striking contrast to all this is the confidence of the Soviet people and
the CPSU as living standards mount with each five-year plan. "During
the past 15 years per capita real incomes have approximately doubled.
while the total volume of material benefits and services has increased
approximately 2.4 times", reported comrade Bremnev. What capitalist
country can match this achievement? And in what capitalist country
can the people face the future with the confidence that this steady improvement in liVing standards will continue?
The perspective placed before the 25th congres.s covered not only
the next five-yeu plan, but the whole period up to 1990. "From the
estimates that have already been made", said comrade Brezhnev, "it
follows thai in 1976-1990 the country will have roUghly double the
material and financial resources It had in the preceding fifteen years."
During the next five yean alone it is planned to increase the wages of
factory and office workers by 16-18 per cent, and the incomes of the
collective farmers by 24-27 per cent. The benefits and allowances received by the ~pulation from the social consumption funds are to
grow by 28 to 30 per cent. Over 31.000 million roubles are to be allo·
cated for the development of the food, light and services industries 6,000 million roubles more than in the previous five yean. Industrial
output is to grow by nearly 197,000 million roubles to a total of over
720,000 million roubles and the national income is to reach 457,000
million roubles, an increase of 96,000 million roubles.
What capitalist finance minister can realistically estimate, let alone
plan, what the national income of his country will be in five yean'
time? It does not rest in his handl, but in those of speculators and profiteers whose concern Is not the common good bUI their own private
profit.

Productivity and Quality
Nor is Soviet planning concerned only with quantity. In the current
five-year period alone 11,000 million roubles are being allocated for
environmental protection. Furthermore, the demand has gone out
from the conference that the implementation of the production targelS
mwt be accompanied by an improvement in erticiency and quality. In
fact, increased production can only be ach.ieved by increased erticiency.
"We interpret the problem of quality in very broad terms", said the
report. "It covers all aspects of economic work. High quality" means a
saving of labour and material resources, a growth of export potential.
ities and, in the long run, beller and fuller satisfaction of society's reo
quirements. That is why better quality of output must be the aim of
the entire mechanism of planning and management, the entire system
of material and moral encouragement, and the efforts of engineers and
designers and the skill of workers. It must receive the unremitting
attention of Party organisations, the trade unions and the Komsomol .
. "In the Tenth Five·Year Plan the line towards efficiency is expressed
by the fact that greater labour productivity must ensure approximately
90 per cent of the increment in industrial output and the entire incre·
ment in agricul!ural production and in construction. By and large,this
is to a«ount for 85·90 per cent of the increase of the national income
as apinu 80 per cent in the preceding five·year period ....
"All this raises many questions. Enormous work has to be done.
F.ssentially, it is necessary to ach.ieve deep-going qualitative changes in
the economy's structure and technical level and radically change its
very make-up. This is what the Party's guideline for promoting efIiciency means in practice."
The report noted that the development of the socialist countries,
their greater might and the greater beneficial effeCI of their international policy - "this is now the main direction in mankind's social
progress. Socialism's power of attraction has become still greater
against the background of the crisis that has erupted in the capitalist
countries".
In keeping with the times, capitalism has made an attempt to regulate its economy. "This mad,c it possible to stimulate economic growth
but, as the Communists foresaw, it could not remove the contradictions
of capitalism. The sharp cutback in production and the growing unem·
ployment in most of the capitalist countries intertwine with such
serious convulsions of the capitalist world economy as the monetary,
energy and raw materials crises. Inflation has made the crisis processes
especially acute. . .. Inter-imperialist rivalries and discord in the
Common Market and NATO have grown sharper. ...
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"Now everyone can see that one of the main myths created by reo
formists and bouraeois ideologists has collapsed - the myth that pres·
em day capitalism is able to avert crises
The politico-ideological
crisis of bouTleois society is more acute. It afflicts the institutions of
power and bourgeois political parties, and undermines elementary
ethical standards. Corruption is increasingly open, even in the top
echelons of Ihe state machinery. The decline of the intellectual culture
continues, and the crime rate is rising.
"It is fartheSI from the Communists' minds 10 predict an 'automatic
collapse' of capitalism. It slill has considerable reserves. Yet the developments of recent years forcefully confirm that capitalism is a
society wilhout a future".
But it is preasely people with no future who tum to crime as a way
of life. The report warns:
"The recent experience of Ihe revolutionary movement provides
graphic evidence that imperialism will stop al nothing, discarding all
semblance of any kind of democracy, if a serious threal arises to the
domination of monopoly capital and its political agenlS. It is prepared
10 trample upon the sovereignty of stales and upon all legality, to say
nothing of humanism. Slander, duping the public, economic blockade,
sabotage, the creation of hunger and dislocation, bribes and threats,
terrorism, assassination of political leaders, and fascist-ltyle pogroms such is the armoury of present-day counter·revolution, which always
operates in conjunction with internationalist imperialist reaction."
The Olilean tragedy "is a lessQn in vigilance against present-day
fascism and the intrigues of foreign reaction, and a call for greater inter·
national solidarity with all those who take the road of freedom and
progress."

Communist Unity
If one thing stood out from the 25th congress, it was the stress laid on
the need to strengthen the solidarity of the international communist
movement to defend the right of peoples to peace and social progress,
At a time when divisive tendencies are becoming apparent in some
quarters, the congress issued a call for unity. The report said:
"The Cllilean tragedy has by no means invalidated the communiSt
thesis about the possibility of different ways of revolution, including
the peaceful way, if the necessary conditions for it exisl. But it has
been a forceful reminder that a revolutuion must know how to defend
itself."
The CPSU is the oldest and most experienced Communist Party in
the world. and it has S(lccessfully defended the 1917 revolution and the
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hopes of oppressed peoples evel)'where with the lives of millions of its
members. Its views on the question of how the working elm is to
seize and hold power, how counter-revolution can be defeated nationally deserve to be listened to with respect, for the survival of humanity
has depended on them in the past and still don, b«tlUU imperWism is
110 fHlIW tiger.
Our Soviet comrades are more flexible on this issue than their critics
suppose, though they refuse any surrender on basic principles. "Communists of different countries follow each other's work with interest
and understandable attention", said the Central Committee's report.
"Qjfferences of opinion and approach to some questions may arise
among them from time to time. Hostile propaganda has repeatedly
stnsationalised this. But Marxist-Leninists approach such questions
from internationalist positions. concerned about strengthening the
unity of the whole movemtnt, and discuss the emerging problems in a
true comradely spirit in the framework of the immutable standards of
equality and respect for the independence of each party..
"Certainly there can be no question of compromise on matters of
principle, of reconciliation with views and actions contral)' to the
communist ideology. This is ruled out. Doubly so. because both
Right and ultra-Left revisionism is by no means idle, and struggle for
the Mar.xist-Lenlnist principles of the communist movement and
against attempts to distort or undermine them is slillthe common task
of all. ... a concession to opportunism may sometimes yield a temporary advantage, but will ultimately do damage to the P.arty.
"We should like to lay special emphasis on the Importance of proletarian internationalism in our time. It is one of the main principles
of Marxism-Leninism. Unfortunately, some have begun to interpret il
in such a way that, in effect. little is left of internationalism. There are
even some people who openly suggest renouncing internationalism. In
their opinion the internationalism substantiated and promoted by Marx
and Lenin is outmoded. But as we see it. to renounce proletarian internationalism Is to deprive Communist P.arties and the working-class
movement in general of a mighty and tested weapon. It would work in
favour of the class enemy who, by the way, actively co-ordinates its
anti-communist activities on an international scale."

Role of China
The policy followed by the present government of Oiina, the report
noted, was openly directed against the majority of the socialist states
and the international communist movement. "More, it merges directly
with the position of the world's most extreme reaction - from the
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militarists and enemies of detente in the Western countries to the
racists of South Africi Ind the fascht rulers of OIlle. This policy is not
only entirely alien to sociliist principles and ideals, but hu Ilso, in
effect, become In important lid to Imperialism in its struggle against

lOciatism. ..
For these Ind other reasons the Soviet Party considers defence of
proletarian intemationllism to H' the "sacred duty" of every MarxistLeninist, and the report decllred that the Party was in flVour of the
tOn\'ening of a new world conference of communist and workers'
parties. Comrade Brezhney noted thlt some bourgeois leaders con·
sidered the principle of proletarian internationalism to be in connlct
with the policy of detente initiated and pursued by the Soviet Union
with sud! striking success in recent yean.
"This is either outright nlivety or more likely I deliberate befud·
dling of minds. It could not be c1elret, -after all, that detente and
peaceful co~xistence have to do with intentlle relations. This means
above all that disputes and connicts between countries are not to be
settled by war, by the use or threat of force."
After setting out the lines on which the struggle. for detente should
be advanced, the report added: "Detente does not in the slightest
abolish, nor can it abolish or alter, the laws of class struggle. No one
should expect that becaus'e of the detente Communists will reconcile
themselves with capitalist exploitation or that monopolists will become
followers of the revolutuion... We make no secret of the fact that we .
see detente as the way to create more favourable conditions for peaceful socialist Ind communist construction. Thb only confirms that
socialism and peace are indissoluble."

National Liberation
the conyess made I point of stressing its solidarity with nllionalliberItion movements everywhere. Comrade Brezhnev Slid in his report:
"HavinJ gathered at our Congress, we SoYiet Communists send militant greetings and wishes of sucocu to our comndes and Iike·minded
people abroad. And fint and foremost we Iddress our word of solidarity to Communists fighting in difficult underground conditions. We
salute III fighlen for the working ptOple's cause, all those who expose
theit lives to danger-each day and, defying III lrials, remain faithful to
their ideals and dUly.
.
"Hundreds, even thousands, of freedom fighters are held in prisons
and concentration ~mps in Chile, Uruguay, P.araguay, Indones.ia,
Brlli!, Guatemala, Haiti, South Africa and other countries. Many Communists have laid down their lives for the reyolutionary cause."

We South African Communists were particularly moved by the stale·
ment issued by the Congress demanding freedom for the prisoners of
imperialism and reaction throughout the world. The section on Africa
read;
"Outstanding personalities of the nalional liberation movement of
Africa - Amilcar Cabral, general secretary of the PAIGe, and Eduardo
Mondlane, President of Frelimo - have lost their lives at the hands of
imperialist agents.
"The racist regime rule over the peoples of the Soulh African
Republic, Namibia and Zimbabwe is a challenge to Ihe conscience of all
mankind. Inhuman Ireatment from jailers caused the death of Bram
Fischer, a .distinguished humanist and an unbending fighter against
racism and social injustice. Many leaders of Ihe Communist Pany of
South Africa, the oldest Communist Party on the African continent, are
kept In prison in appaling conditions. Disgrace upon-the racius and
their henchmen! Release all participants in the national liberation
movement in the south of Africa."
The congress also acclaimed the victories of the peoples of the
former Portuguese colonies in Africa, and noted that much had been
done to urengthen friendly ties with the independent Slates of Africa.
In his report comrade Brezhnev said:
"Our Party supports ami will continue to support peoples fighting
for their freedom. In so doing, the Soviet Union does not look for ad·
vantages, does not hunt for concessions, does not seek political domina·
tion, and is not afler military bases. We act as we are bid by our revo·
lutionary conscience, our communist convictions."
In the CPSU all freedom fighters have a powerful ally. The Party
now has nearly 16 million members, of whom 41.6 per cent are
workers, 13.9 per cent collective farmers, nearly 20 per cent intellec·
tuals in the technical fields, and over 24 per cent workers in science,
literature, the arts, education, public health, management and the mili·
tary fields.
Commenting on the party's composition, comrade Brezhnev said:
"Under developed socialism, when the Communist Party has become
a party of the whole people, it has in no sense lost its class character.
The CPSU has been and remains a party of the working class:' We dele·
gates were impressed by the broad character of the representation at
the congress. Here were not only the top leaders of the country, but
also men and women drawn from every sphere of life, including
workers who had come from the factory or the collective farm to make
their contribution.
The 25th congress of the CPSU was a truly impressive demonstration
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of the spirit of great enthusiasm and steadfast unity of all communim
and the entire Soviet people behind the policy, programme and leader·
ship of the party. A striking feature was the warm-hearted manner in
which all the delegate~ who participated in the discussions stressed the
qualities of the general secretary of the CPSU - in Leninist style of
leadership, in steadfast dedication to work and his comtant concern for
the interem of the people.
F.venlS in honour of the congress were held in all parts of the Soviet
Union, and some of the fraternal delegates travelled to many centres to
meet the activists of the party and to deliver their messages of solidarity
to the Soviet people at assemblies which were held to mark the
occasion.
There were 106 f~aternal delegations (rom a lotal of96 countriesmembers of communist and workers' parties and national liberation
movements, including .personalities like Cuba's Fidel Castro and
Somalia's Siad Barre. From Africa came, in addition to ourselves, representatives of the leading parties in Guinea, AJgeria, Somalia, Congo,
Tanzania, Moumbique, Angola, Guine·Bissau as well as organisations
like the African National Congress, SWAPO, ZAPU, the Nigerian
Farmers' and Workers' Party, the PAl of Senegal, the Communist
Parties of Morocco, Tunisia and others, Seldom has the authority and
prestige of the Soviet Union been displayed on such a scale.
The 25th congress of the CPSU was.yet another significant event in
the life and struggle of mankind for peace, national independentt',
social justice and socialism.
long Uve the Party of Lenin - the CPSU!
long Uve Proletarian Interr:llionalism!
Long Uve the International Communist Movement!
long Uve Communism!
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Newpe
lYes
for Liberation
Mnsqe of the South Afrkan Communist Parry to the 25th Congress
ofthe Communist Party 0/ the Soviet Union.

Delivered by Or. Y,M. DADOO
National Chairman of the SACP
Dear Comrades,

On behalf of the Central Committee of the Soulh African Commun·
ist Party and all South African Communists, we salute the 25th Con-

gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union lind greet with warm
affection the assembled delegates and, through them, the whole Soviet
peo~le. We listened with rapt attention to the report given 10 Congress
by the General Secretary of the CPSU, comrade Leonid Bru.hnev, and
welcome it as being of immense value and of paramount importance for
all peoples fl&l'lling for freedom. democracy and justice and for social
progress.
This jubilee Congress marks yel another milestone in the life of a

Parly with a record, unequalled in history. of advancing mankind's
struuJe against the tyranny of exploitation and for a life of peace and
plenty.
In many fields of struggle for social progress. the period since your
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lut Congress hu seen significant &dunces. The process of detente has
grown and gained new momentum.
The policy of detente is inSoCparable from the struggles of the oppres·
sed for freedom and national 'liberation. A lasting peace and the elimination of all possibilities of world or regional armed struggles can only
be finally achieved when all peoples arll rid of the burden of imperial·
ist domination.
This is why the glorious victories in the recent period
by the peoples of Vietnam, Mozambique, Cambodia, Laos, Guinea·
Bissau and Angola are historic blows for world peace as well as for
national liberation. The role which your Party played in each of these
victories is in the best tradition of proletarian internationalism. It
underlines once again the now historic reality that imperialism no long·
er has a monopoly of power and that those struggling for liberation are
now doing so with fralernal support of a strong and powerful socialist
world.
Your great advances in socialist construction and your more recent
strides since the 24th Congress in the direction of creating a communist
society provide both moral inspiration and material backing for those
still living under the tyranny of capitalism, imperialism, neo-eolonialism
and racialism.

New Heights
In contrast to the continuing decline of the economic. social and moral
. institutions of the capitalist world, the Soviet Union and the rest of the
Socialist world are conquering new heights of economic and social
achievements and are making inexorable advances towards higher forms
of democracy. Unable to match the socialist achievements in deeds, the
capitalist establishments rely more and more on trying to discredit the
socialist world and in particular the Soviet Union by slander and vicious
anli-SOviet propaganda.
In Ihis Iype of deception they are tragically joined by the Maoist
clique which no longer even pretends 10 hide its collaboration with im·
perialism and the world's most extreme reaclion against the interests of
the Socialist community of nations, the international working class
movement and those forces in Asia, Latin America and Africa slill
struggling for freedom and independence. The catalogue of Maoist hetrayal of every principle of liberation solidarity and communist inter·
nationalism grows daily. Th~re is not an area of policy, whether it be
the strengthening of imperialist militarism, the encouragement of
traitors 10 the cause of liberation struggles, the support of the most
reactionary and right.wing politicians of the western alliance, Ihe em·
brace of the torturers' regime In Ollie - which does not find favour
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with the Peldna government. The people of Africa will never fot)tt
ItJ criminal interwntion in Mgola on the side of Vonter racist forees,
the CIA and the local representatives of imperialism - Holden
Roberto and Jonas Savimbi.

Ubcntion Prospects
In Southern Africa the defeat of Portuguese colonialism and the events
which followed, hayc opened up new and exciting possibilities for all
the tiberllion forces. The political Ind physical conditions which hlYC
emerged for the pursuit of the slruute to destroy n1dsm and foreip
rule, are more favounlble now than eYer before in history. The per·
spective ofl Zimbabwe under mljoriry rule and a Namibia which Is free
and Indepefld.ent is immediately Illainable.
.
In imperialism's most important cllldel - South Africa itself - the
situation has become progressively less favourable for the survival of
fadS! supremacy. Vonter is no longer cushioned by stites hostile to
the liberation forces. The victory of our brother fighten in former
Portuauese colonies has demonstrated to the mw of our people the
urgency and feasibility of Slriking successfully at the racist regime.
There can be no compromise with racism and imperialist domination.
Our Party in alliance with the African National Congress which is head·
ing the liberation struggle in South Africa will pursue with relentless
and grim determination the struggle to rid our country of white
supremacy and win people's power.
Your P:uty .-the CPSU, the Communist Plrty of Cubund the social·
ist world as a whole have proved once again that in the lire of struggle
you stand unselfishly on the side of freedom and independence and
that proletarian internationalism remains a vital instrument of man·
kind's drive for peace, nation;lI Iibel:ltwn and socialism. It is in this
spirit that we believe that il "•. ,ow more than ever vital (or the con·
YOCItio:! of a world assembly ot communist and workers' panies.
Dear comrades, the proceedings and decisions of your 25th ('''~:'M_
will, we'have no doubt, become the launchinl pad (or stillgrtater advances on the road to communism - for funher improvement in the
livinl and cultural slandards of the Soviet people. for the menllhening
o( the socialist community of nations. for the consolidation of the
unity of the international Communist movement. for strengthening the
bonds of friendship between the sceialist countries and the national
liberation and working class forces everywhere. for peaot, national independence and socialism.
LDng IiYe the CPSU!

5.

NO room for
anti-sovietism
in Africa
by Ahmed Azad
During the past decade the ideological struggle between the forces of
socialism and those of capitalism has emerged as one of the maS! crucial
battlefields in the international class struggle. In this struggle anticommunism and antl-$ovietlsm are the cenlra! themes of bourgeois
ideologues throughout the world. The science of Marxism-Leninism in particular one of its fundamental tenels proletarian internationalism,
the role and place of the world socialist system and the intemalional
communist movement - is deliberately slandered and falsified. Violently opposed to the growing unity and might of the socialist community, the world communist movement and national liberation. the
imperialists seek to drive a wedge between the three component parts
of the world revolutionary process. In South Africa the SACP and the
ANC are banned and communists and non-co'mmunists have been
hounded. tortured, imprisoned and murdered in the name of anli·
communism.
More recently the heroic and victorious struggle of the people of
Angola under the leadership of the MPlA and with Ihe full support of
progressive mankind brought forth a raging torrent of anti·Soviet and
anti-communist abuse in the capitalisl countries. In the vain hope of
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blackmailina the Soviet Union, leadina politicians, military brass and
bouraeois ideoloaues in Ihe capitalist world are busily troltina out stale·
menls typical of the cold war and Ihrealening to put in jeopardy Ihe
policy pf delenle and peaceful co-exislence. Since Ihis hyslerical cam·
pa!an is al the presenl moment largely concemed with e~nts in Africa.
especially Southern Africa, il is appropriate to examine the relations
belween the Soviet Union Ind Arrica and the principles underlying and
JUidinS Soviet foreign policy in relalion 10 independenl Arrica and
thote countries still undel racist and colonialisl domination.
Fol:lowinS the Greal Oclober Socialist Revolution, oppressed peoples
throupoul Ihe world found in the Soviet Union a tower of suenath in
their struggles for nationallnd soclalliberltion. f~n It a time when
the young Soviet nale was the victim of foreign imperialist intel'Yenlions and Ihe activities of local counter.revolutionary aroups. il pvc its
fullell support 10 the anli<oIonial and anti.imperialist struules in
Mongolii, Turkey, China and other countries. But owing to objective
difficulties arising from Ihe faci that il was Ihe only so<:ialin counlry.
thts support was limited. It was after Ihe second world war and the
emergence of the world socialist community Ihat the path was opened
up for Ihe closest co·operation belween the socialist countries, world
working' class movements Ind national Iiberalion movements. This
irresistible force enabled the liberation movements to destroy in a rela·
lively.short period of time colonial dominalion in mOSl patts of Arrica
and Asia. Throughoul this period the Soviet Union pvc unstinting
political, material and diplomatic support to the liberation movements.
In Africa we are aware of the great role played by the Soviel Union in
the fifties and sixlies at Ihe United Nations despite the stranglehold
uetcised at thai time by the United SUIU over Ihat organisation. The
exhilarating influence of the Soviet Union was clearly demonstrated
during the British, French and israeli auremon again51 fIYpt in 1956.
With the backing of the Soviet Union. flYpl compelled the imperialist
and Zionist a"renors to withdraw in ianominy.
In the period after decolonisalion the existence of the world socialisl
sylletn made it possible for the newly independent countries to brelk
away Irom total dependence on Ihe former colonial maners. The
Soviet Union and the olher sociali51 countries overcame the giant poli.
Iicaland economic barriers em:ted by the colonial powers and belan 10
develop links al all levels wilh independenl Africa especially Iitates f.>l·
lowlnl an anti.imperialin course. As comrade Brezhnev pointed OUI in
Ihe Report of the CPSU Central Committee to the XXVth Congress:
"It il an immutable principle of our I.eninill forei,n policy to
ret,ptct the Ilcred ri.l:ht of every people, every counl!")'. 10 ChOOK Irl
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own way of development. But we do not conceal our view,. In the
developing countrie.. ~ everywhere elle. we are on the lide of.the
forcel of propeu. demciency and national independence, and reprd
them as friendl and comrade. in Itruule. Our Party lupports and
will continue to IUpport people' fighting for their freedom. In 10
doinJl: • the Soviet Union doet nOI look for advantaJl:et. doe. not hunt
for conceslions, doc. not 'eek political domillil.tion, and iJ not after
military basel. We ilCt as we are bid by our revolutionary conscience,
our communist convictionl. . .. from the I"05lrum of our Conpell
we again emphasiJe that the Soviet Union fully IUppOrtl the legiti·
mate aspirations of the young Itatel, their determination to put an
end to all imperialilt exploitation, and to take full charge of their
own national WF.lth."1
The imperialist world with the support of local reactionary forces
seeks to keep the African countries in neo-<:olonial bondage in order to
reap super.profits from the exploitation of the considerable raw
materials, power and human resources ir;J. Africa. But they are unable to
act with impunity as the existence. of the world socialist system offers
the African countries an honest, reliable and disinterested alternative
source of supply. No longer has independent Africa to rely exclusively
on the capitalist countries for machinery, equipment, manufactured
goods, military supplies, loans, credits and technical assistance.

Practical Aid
In Tropical Africa 50% of Soviet credits are directed to the building and
development of basic industries and power plants, 12% for geological
surveys and 11% for agricultural development. 2 In 1973 the socialist
countries advanced to African COUntries credits exceeding 3,000 million
ro,!bles - half of it contributed by the Soviet Union - on a long term
basis at very low interest. Unlike credit and aid from the imperialist
wo~14 the socialist countries attacfi no political strings. Indeed arrange·
menls are so designed that the recipient cOuntries only begin repayment
after the completion of the plant or project so as to enable them to repay
part of the credit with the goods produced in those plants or projects.
An examination of the m"lti-slded economic links between the Soviet
Union and Africa shows that more than 75% of the. total volume of
Soviet aid is directed to bulldlng the industrial base of these countries to
enable them to have genUinely independent national economies. Thus a
lot of anention is paid to the creation of large industrial and agricultural
enterprises. At present with Soviet assistance 170 industrial and 70 agri·
cultural enterprises have been completed or are being built in Africa.
Other socialist countries are making similar contributions - approxi•
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mately
projects have been or are in the process of being built by
Bulgaria, 90 by Czechoslovakia, and Hungary is pa"kipaling in the building of more than 70 Industrial enlerprises. In Egypi alone over the lui
few yean 173 economic, social and cullural projects were buill with
Soviet assistance.
Co-operltion between some African lIates and the socialist countries
in the development of power industries. new brlnches of industry and in
Ihe building of mlnufacturing enlerprise1i is gradually devtloping. lei us
recall that after Ihe imperialist powers and monopoly flnanclal instilu.
tlons had contemplUously refused to finance and help build the Aswan
hydroelectric power complex in Egypt Ihe Soviel Union came to Ihe rescue. This complex, and the Volta.hydroelectric complex in Chana built
also wilh Soviet auisunce, have enabled Egypt and Ghana respectively to
farm and irrigale large areas and 10 develop the agricultural and energy
potential of Ihe IWO countries.
Guinea wilh Soviet Isslslance hIS built a cannery. saw·mill, meat·pack,
ing plant, coId-storage plant, slone<rushing plant and a bauxite producing combine with an annual output of 2,500,000 Ions. Somalia has buill
wilh Soviet assistance I meat packing plant, fish cannery, and creamery;
and is at presenl buildin! a 2.3 kilomette dam on the River Giuba, as well
IS a hydropower stalion and a canallhat will irrigate 8.300 hKlares of
new land. In this fleld Poland is usisting in the building of a supr reo
finery and texlile mills in Ghana, Nigeria and Elhiopia; Rumania is assisting in the devtlopmenl of a Iitge limber complex in Ihe People's
Republic of the Congo and Ihe German Oemocrllic Republic is also as·
sisting in various projects.
The Soviet Union and the other socialist countries have trained local
skilled personnel in diverse scientiflc and technical fields. Schools.
colleges and hospllals are built in Africa, skilled manpower Is trained
locally and specialistsJtom the socialist countries are servinl in a number
of African counuits. Moreover thousands of African nudents are re~iving higher education II various institutes in the sodalin counlrits.
With Mozambique Iml Guinea Bisuu new fonns of political. econo·
mic and cullur.lrelations are being developed. Fearful of this, the im·
perialist powers have started to attack Mozambique and Guinea Bissau
wilh Ihe aim of driving a wedge between them and the socialist counuies.
But the most hysterical outburst of anti<ommunism and anti&vietism
was direcled at Angola and the MPLA. Hiving fOt so lonl aided and
abetted t'orluguese colonialism and being a parly 10 the crimes com·
mitted by Ihe fascist Portuluest troops the imperialist world launched
a vicious camplign apinst Ih~ legilimate and jostifiable mililani and
fraternal assistance liven by Cuba and the So..iet Union to lhe MPlA.
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A political and diplomatic offensive was undertaken to discredit the
Soviet Union, Cuba and the MPLA. The US imperialist5 in their arro·
gance went so far as to send threatening letters to those African countries
which supported the MPLA. For example the US threatened to cut off
its rice supplies to Guinea if it continued its principled support for the
total liberation of Africa. or course these threatening notes were fittingly rebuffed. Then Kissinger. a supporter of the white minority reo
gimes in Southern Africa, Ihreatened to take retaliatory action against
Cuba for its mililant, consistent and principled support for the liberation
movements. Kissinger and Ford may frolh at the mouth aboul Cuban
support but millions of Africans deeply appreciate and understand the
disinterested and vital role played by Cuba at the invitation of the
MPLA.

S.A. Hysteria
In South Africa the anti-eommunist hysteria was most evident. The
racist regime c1iimed that their aggression against Angola wu designed
to ''safeguard'' the interests of the so-eal1ed "free world" against the
"imperialist ambitions" of the Soviet Union and Cuba. South African
Members of Parliament in the all·white racist House or Assembly are
falling over each other In their desire to demonstrate th4t South Africa
has to play an increasingly imporlant role in "defending Africa against
Communism." Anti-eommunism is also used in an allempt to justify
the ruthless Defence Amendment Bill which permits the South African
army to commil military aureulon anywhere in the world.
The arrogant and vainglorious White South African army. saturated
by racial prejudice and attitudes, had assumed Ihal no "backward".
"ignorant" black people would be able to defeat them. Howev.er the
sharp and victorious counter-offensive of the MPLA soldiers and their
Cuban allies using sophisticated equipment and advanced military taco
tics rudely shattered the myth of while superiority. Thus, unwilling to
admit dtfeallnRicted by black people, they have resorted to the most
bellicose antl&viet, anti-Cuban. and antl-eommunist propaganda.
Racut South Africa, which constitutes a grave threat to peace in
Africa, calculated on dividing independent Africa and the South
African liberation movements on Ihe basis of anti-eommunism and the
bogey of a "Red Menace." But Ihis exercise is doomed to failure.
Neverthless we have 10 be ever vigilant 10 counter Ihe manoeuvres and
intrigues of South Africa and the imperialist world. This was shown
during the Security Council debate in April when the imperialisl powers
wJ[h the connivance of Maoist China attempted to equate the militant
intern~tionaliSI solidarity displayed by Cuba and the Soviet Union 10-
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wards ·Anlw with the military aggression of South Africa. That they
failed.wu mainly due to the principled stand taken by most of the
Afro·Asian states together with the socialist countries.
.Unfortunately however there are still a minority of African leaders
who have lUccum~d to the anti<ommunist, antioSoviet plOpaganda. It
b to ~ hoped that sooner rather than later they will realise the folly of
their positions, Ind refuse to be a parly to the ideological offensive of
the Imperialist world which takes the form. of anti<ommunism and
anti-Sovietlsm.

The Soviet Union and Ubention Movements
The defeat of imperialist US aWelslon in Cuba and Indo-China, the reo
dstance of the Arab peoples, especially that of the·Palestine Uberllion
Orpnilltlon lpinst Zionist expansionslm and aggression, was made
poaible by the political, economic, military Ind diplomltic Issistance
of the socla11lt countries and in particular by the Soviet Union. The
leaden of the heroic peoples of Cuba, Vietnam, Laos and Jeadlnl
apokeamen of the PW have publicly expressed their gratitude to the
Soviet Union for Itt contiguous and urutinted support.
We In Africa knew from our own bitter experience that without the
support of the Soviet Union it would n'ot have been possible to defeat
Portuauese colonialism backed by NATO and to bring closer the final
liquidation of racist and colonial rule In South Africa and Rhodesia.
Our liberation movemenu have been armed, fed and clothed by the
socialist countries. This assiltance is not new. Throughout the period
of the liberation struwe - the dark days as well as the bright ones the Soviet Union has relnained a faithful friend and ally.
The imperialist powers, sensing the collapse of their neo<olonlal
bulwuk in Africa, Ire feverishly issuing "dire warnings" to the Soviet
Union and Cuba to steer clear of the impending clash In Southern
Africa. In a well~rchestrated campaign initiated by the US authorities
the British government, which has consistently refused to like any sub·
stantlal measures to remove the illegal Smith regime in Rhodesia,ls now
with I lot of fan·fare "warning" the Soviet Union 10 keep clear of this
area. It is the height of arrogance for a government which has by its
support ensured the continuation of White minority rule in Southern
Africa to now "insist" that the Soviet Union, Cuba and the other
socialist countries "keep out" of the conflict in Southern Africa as it
could lead io I "bloodbath".
Whether the imperiaiisl powers like it or not, the conflict in
Southern Africa will be resolved not by the machinations and man·
oeuvres of the white minority regimes and their in!emallonal backers
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but by the revolutionary struggles of the peoples concerned. As
Marxist·uninists we hold I I a fundamental truth the axiom that rev·
olutions cannot be exported and that revolutionary transformations
cannot be imposed; but n~;ther can th~' H Iw/t~. Of course the de·
cisive contribution in the struggle for nltiona1 liberation in Southern
Africa will be made by the oppressed peoples themselves, led by their
genuine national liberation and working class organiSlltlons. But we
reserve the right to request and to receive any kind of assistance from
our friends and allies.
Since ils formation the SACP hll had the cloiest frllernallinks and
relltiont with the CPSU. The Soviet Union has not only imposed econ·
omic .nd political sanctions on racist South Africa but hll also supplied
the libention movement with the wherewithal to conduct its .nned
reyolutionary struggle. At no time hu the Soviet Union ever attempted
to intervene in the intern.1 aff.irs of our moYement or to impose condi·
tions and restrictions on its vital materi.1 assistance. It is not the socalled "Soviet intervention" th.t threatens our independence but the
interference of the imperialist powers. Ltt us st.te unequivocally that
those who by their .ctlons give succour to our enemy .nd benefit from
the super~xploitation of our working people have no right to advise us
on our relations with the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries.
Proletariln Inlernationalism
For communists, proletarian internationalism is the cornerstone of
Marxism·Leninism and it is therefore not surprising thlt imperialist
prop.ganda is designed to tum it into. lcind of bogey. The ideologues
of imperialism are now paying special attention to the 'pplfent contra·
diction between the national struggle and internationalism.
But there is no such contradictioo; communists Ife at one and the
same time p.triots and internationalists. Whilst each Communist Party
is responsible in fulfilling its revolution.ry tasks to its working class and
people, it is also at the SlIme time responsible to the International
working class. Internationalism is no abstract concept but arises from
the objective conditions of the life of the workers and peasants which
propels them to combine their forces In order to resist on an inter·
national scale the attempts of the imperi.lists to hold back social and
national liberation.
The world socialist system has emerged as the most decisive force In
the anti-imperialisl, anti·monopoly struggle. Its existence, growing
might and ever-deepening unity are the guarantee for the victorious
triumph of the struggle to end forever the exploitation of men by men.
Today the international Communist and Workers' Movement, in spite
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of the diverFncin which have appeared in some sectors. remains the
most orpnised, dynamic and vital force linking together millions of
communists throuahout the world In the common strogle for the defeat of imperialism and the crealion of a beller world. No.... more than
eYer we need to slrenAlhen the unity and cohesiveness of the world
tocjalkt system. the world communist movement and the forces of
nati.onat liberation. Guided by these principles the CPSU's foreign
policy has a profound dass. intemationali5t character.
This ....as vividly upresscd and demonstrated at the 25th Congress of
thl;"CPSU.
More than 100 foreign delegates participated at the
Congress. The Soviet delegates listened with great interest and respon·
dtd enthusiastically to the speeches of the invited guests and unani·
mously acclaimed the internationaiiSl position of the CPSU 1$ out·
lined in comrade Brezhnev's report. As the report emphasises. "to relJounce proletarian internationalism is to deprive communist parties
and the working dus movement in &tnefll of a mighty and tesled
wupon. It would work in favour of the dass enemy who, by the way,
actively c().<)rdinates ilS anti-eommunist actlvittes on an international
scale. We Soviet Communists consider defence of proletarian inter·
nationalism the sacred duty of every Marxist·Leninist:·' Conarm
also adopted a propuuJ to erect a monument In Moscow to the heron
of the international communist and working dass movement who
sacriHced their lives 1$ a symbol of the CPSlI's unfailing loyalty to the
lJreat cause of proletarian internationalism.
During the Congress delegates from Africa representing revolution·
Ify democratic states, national Iiberalion movements and Communist
Parties all expressed their deep appreciation of the efforts made by the
Soviet Union to enhance the prospects for world peace and its militant,
internationalist solidarity with the revolutionary and democratic forces
in Africa. Francisco Mendes, Head of the Government of the Republic
of Guinn Bissau, upressed the deeply.felt sentiments of the African
delegates when he said: '"The long years of grim war against Portuguese
colonialist domination enabled us to appreciate the Sovkt peoples'
lofty fMUngs of internationalism. And today having embarked upon
the development of our country. we have, in the person of the Soviet
people and their Communist Party• loyal allies whose: solidarity is more
important than ever in building the new life and promotinl peace and
prosress on our planet:"
It is vital to remember that the g1obalanti<ommunist, anti·Soviet
offensive df the imperialist ....orld is nol only aimed It communists but
It all democrltic and progressive forces. Thus the slrugle to combat
these reactionary views is the duty of all democratic and peacdoving
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peoples. Thls includes the struggle against right and left wing revision·
ism and opportunism, especially the Maoist variant which seeks to pit
the developing countries agaInst the Soviet Union and to split the unity
of the anti-imperialist forces.
To brin8 about fundamental socio~conomlc transformations in
Africa - as life itself demonstrates' in the revolutionary democratic
states in Africa - requires ever-8rowin8 co~peration and links with
the socialist countries especially the Soviet Union. The illusion thai
there is some third way suspended betwun the capilalist world and the
socialist world only drives those countries further into the 8rip of world
Imperialism and International monopolies.
It is precisely the disinteTetted prlctlca! assistance of the socialist
world, especially Ihe Soviet Union, which has enabled some African
countries 10 break away from dependence on the world capitalist system. Above ali, it must be emphasised that the Soviel Union exports
no capital to Africa, owns no faclories, exploits no worken, does not
own one sinpe Inch of African soli and has no mllliary bases in Africa.
AI a time when the world capitalist system is In the throes of a deep
8eneTal crish and the balance of forces has shlfled In favour of the
strugle for Independence, peace and democracy, it is necessary 10 reo
buff the monSlrous lies of the imperialist world which take the form of
antl-communism and anti·Sovietism and 10 brln8 about the closest pos.
sible unity of the three component part's of the world revolutionary
process.
Nott'll:
I. L.l. Brnhnev, Report of the CPSU Ce"trlll Colftlftittu lind the
Ilftlftedillte TasJu o[the Party in HOlftt arld Forti," Policy, ~ioscow,

1976,pp.21-22.
2. Thesn figures and Ihe information about the CMEA countries' co·
operation with Africa are taken from lntemiltionlll A[fllir$
(Moscow) ~fay, 191.'1, pp. 137·8.

3. L.1. Brnhnev, op. cil. pp.
4. Prlludll, I ~Iarch 1976.
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Radlcalislng
the congo
revolution
by Jelln·Pierre Combe
Member of the Special Revolutionary Siaff.
Cenual Comminee. Congolese Party of labour
Our country Is joinglhrough I radicalisalion period. i.e., through a pro-

cess of deepenillJ the revolution in

C'ltry

sphere. To properly under-

stand why Ihls wu necessary. we hive 10 look back I bll.
The August 1963 popular demonstrations rnulled nOI merely in a
danae of 1000mment - thry slIrted a concerted sIlu8BIe to build I
socialist society. Our Marxisl·Leninist Pany, the CPl, was formed in
the coune of this struggle.

Subsequent events, howtver. revealed a wide pp between Party
theory and practice. There was a deceleration of the revolution. the
revolutionary machine was nol workinlll lop speed; more, it was being
braked.
The sitWllion was lillie shorl of alumina, and it was critically, and
selfoerillcally. eumlned in the Centnl Comminee statement of December 12. 1975. The CC formulated I programme of enelgelk measures
fundamentally to improve lhe position and speed up lhe revolutionalY
process. Thai, essentially, is the purpose of our radicalisalion policy,
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and it is being pursuel1 in the name 01 the revolution, for the triumph
of socialism in the People's Republic of the Congo.
Begun by decision of the emergency CC plenum of December 5·12,
1975, the ndicali51tion movement should accelente implementation of
the directives of lhe Second CPl Congress (December 1974) on effec·
lUating the National·Liberation Programme, in particular the three.year
social and economic development plan. The main goal, the CC state·
ment said, is "to secure a qualitative change in the situation, Unk theory
to practice, mobilise the Congolese people for a vigorous struwe for
socialist-oriented national liberation". We are now preparing for the
third, special Party congress and the problems it will examine lie being
discussed throughout the country.
The radicalisation process extends to polilics, the economy,culture
and social relations. We consider it especially important to introduce reo
volutionary order in the political structure, the national economy and
on the ideological fronl.

Ideological Unity
There can be no united action without ideological unity, but until
recently the Party leadership lacked cohesion and dynamism and the
lower Party organisations, action ability.
In many cases contact between the Party leadership and membership, between the Party and the masses, was disrupted. As a result, the
trade unions, youth, women's and other mass organisations did not
always correctly understand their tasks, notably the need to educate
and mobilise the masses to carry out the National·Liberation Pro·
gramme.
Hence, our priority political aim is to restore the Party's dynamism.
It must be closer t9 the masses, or more correctly, closer to real life. Of
course it is important to issue directives, bur the main thing is concrete,
practical work.
Discrediting the farly's fundamental principles by one's conduct is
inadmissible. We must therefore apply more strict criteria in admitting
new members and pay more attention to their ideological training.
As for the economy, we shan continue to concentrate on bUilding up
the state sector. Made up basically of enterprises nationalised after
August 1963, it now extends to every aspect of economic life, but has
not been properly managed., The situation was abnormal; instead of
playing a vanguard role in the baUle for economic liberation and higher
output, many state-owned enterprises were a drag on the national
exchequer. Their grossly inflated staffs lacked adequate political and
professional competence. That is why the Party decided to take con·
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crete measures fundamentally to improve operation of the state sector,
boost production, pUI its enterprises on a paying basis with no government subsidies. Then they will really be helping to solve our main prob.
lems and the state sector will become the basis in our figtu against
imperialism and for economic liberation.
In the culluraI field, we have long been working for spiritual decolonisation and to bring our national cultural heritage within the reach
of the people. But here too not everything was done correctly, purposefully and with the necessary speed. The Party leadership has cut aside
all doubt and hesitation in pursuing ilS revolutionary policy on culture.
Itt decisions in this field must fully coincide with our socialisl orienta·
lion.

People's Reaction
How 'have the people reacted to the radicalisation programme? The
workers, peasants, aU working people are convinced Ihat lhe 1963 revo·
lution was performed in their interests. And inasmuch as Ihe radicaHsa·
tion .programme carries the revolution further, strengthens ilS positions,
gives it a new impulse, it is only natural that the people should support
the measures we have introduced. Fvidence of this are the numerous
letters of support the Central Committee has received since its December statement.
However, ours is a heterogeneous society, with Widely different
I~vels of consciousness. Obviously, these measures are bound to affect
the interests of definite groups and will encounter Iheir resistance. But
the revolution muSl continue. Revolution is not "made" in draWing
rooms. Inevitably there come periods of abrupt change and sharp upheavals that affect the egoistic interests of some groups, fint of all
bourgeois elements who fear lo.sing their privileges, or do not stand 10
gain from the new policy.
For example, if some trade union leader comes out against radicalisatioll, that does not mean that he has the suppon of the working class.
In many cases such a leader is simply an "office-holding bourgeois",
and for him radicalisation might mean loss of the privileges he now
enjoys. Consequently, his auituoe 10 the new policy differs from that
of the worker in the factory or the peasant in the field. When you ex·
plain to them what the radicalisation is all about, you can be sure of a
positive response.
There are not many who reject radicalisation or do not appreciate
the need for it. But we should not overlook the faCI that there are such
people. Nor should we overlook the designs and plots of foreign reac·
tion, the imperialist-engineered economic sabotage.
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Though the people as a whole enthusiastically accept radicalisatlon,
not eW!ryone understands it in the saint way. The Pany knows that not
all groups of the population - workers, peasants, intellectuals. students,
soldiers - have an equal share in the radicalisation moW!ment. That is
why the Pany is doing so much to explain the new pq).icy and show the
masses that it is bting carried out in their intereslS. We are going
straight to the masses. frankly discussing and clearly explainina the true
Intaning of one or another Intasure and of the radicalisation movement
as a whole. In Congolese condilions this is a much more important and
effective method than relying entirely on the mass media.
The radicalisation movement is still young, but we have already
come up against cenain difficulties.
First, the Party's propaganda of the new policy has to reckon with
. the counter.propaganda of ilS opponents. And their tactic is to diston
the very meaning of radicalisation and sow doubt and confusion among
the people. In surmounting this difficulty. the Party is helped by its
direct contacts with the people, by.\ts work in the factories and offices.
in the fields and on the streets. And the people understand us and
support us.
There are also difficulties of a psychological character. The removal
of one or another shortcoming in the economy often entails sacrificing
something. And it is not easy to convince people voluntarily to give up
what they already haW!. Not everyone realises that the present state of
the economy calls for restrictive measures.
The radicalintion movement is, in a way. a test of the people's
politicaJ understanding. NalUrally, there are difficulties, but these can·
not deter a revolutionary,
We are inspired by the knowledge that the Congolese Party of
Labour has embarked on a course hitherto unknown in Africa. and we
know that other African countries will judge our experiment by its
results.
Our radicaJisation movement is a clear example of self<riticism, that
inalienable feature of the Marxist·Uninist party. Those who attended
the 25th Congren of unin's Party or followed its proceedings. could
convince themselves of this. The Congolese Party of labour does not
confine itself to acknowledging its mistakes, but calls on the masses
actively to participate in correcting them. That, we feel. is the earnest
of the movement's success.

"

AFRICA:
Notes and
Comments
E!!l>NCH COWNIALISM mE STRUGGLE FOR ITS FINAL LlOUIDATION
Recently the struggle for the independence of the French territory of
the Afan and Issas (TAl), formerly known as French Somalillnd, has
ernerzed, as a major issue in the struggle for the totallibe,alion of Africa

from the yoke of colonial rule and domination. Since 1888, France.
'Uling both naked force and the tactics of divide and rule. has occupied

thil country of about 9,000 squue kilometres on the F.ast Coast of
Ardel, sharing boundaries with Ethiopia and Somalia and • strategic

oudet to the Red Sea. In 1913 the french estimate of the population
was about 2~,OOO. with 82,000 Arm and 62,000 Issu. However, this
estilNltc Is ctWlenRed by various sources which point out thai the ISIP
Ire in the majority and thai the French deliberately excluded thousands
of IslIS from their estimates in order to boost the population fagures of
the Atan. From the Inception of colonial rule, France hu soughl to
continue its dOnUnation by flvourinl! certaJn sections of the Min.
During the 60's, the liberation movement demanJed independence.
Ind in order to forestall the independence movement, de Gaulle under·
took.1 much-heralded visit 10 Djibouti in 1966. The visit was met by
militant, non·violent, Inli<olonlll mass demonslrations which were
ruthlessly quelled by the notorious French Foreign Legion. Seven
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people were killed and scores wounded. Nevenheless, this militant
anli-<Olonial demonslration compelLed de Glulle to hold a referendum.
The referendum was I flrce, wilh thouunds of French IOId'en sent to
Djibouti to ensure by force of InTIS the implementation of naked
ballot.riginland fraudulent practice. Since lhe ¥alt majority of laas
were deprived of the vote, it was not surprising that Ali Aref Southam,
an Afar, and for 10ftJa spokesman of lhe French colonial repme, ....
'elected' Prime Minister. fYer since the fraudulent and rigged referen·
dum, the Isus hive been discrimlnlled Illinst in eYery walk of life,
and lhe country re-nlmed the Territory of the Afan and lUIS.
For ten yean, France has ruled throuJh their local instrument, Ali
Aref, by a mixture of force, thuuery, corruption and the policy of
divide and rule. Moreover, after the referendum, the colonialists built
I 20-mile elcctrirltd fence lround the town of Djibouti. The area a·
round the perimeter of the fence wu mined, thus tumina Djibouti in·
to I kind of concentl'ltion camp auuded by over 5,000 Fread! Foreipt
Leponnaires. That this was primlrily desilfled to preYent Isus from
enteriftJ Djibouti wu deady demonstrated in the 'elections' held in
November, 1973. Once 19ain, lsus voten were illeptly disqualitled or
fOlably prevented from volinl, lhus ensurinla 'victory' for Ali Aref.
Reantly the French luthorities increased their rrrlitiry strellJlh bolh personnel and equipment - and also the reign of terror apirat the
bus and lhe main opposition forces. DecreeiftJ th.t those who do not
hive an omclal pus are foreisners - this means 138,000 out of an esti·
mated populltion of 150,000 - in Djibouti, the French, like the South
African rlasts, wish by the stroke of a pen to declare the indilenous
people illegal immigrants. k in South Africa, lhe so<alled 'foreiJ11ef'
has no right to work 01 SO to school, has no legal right to be in the city
and cannot vote, With a ferocity matched. only in South AfriCI, the
French occupied troops hive intensified the policy of forcibly deport·
ina 'foreigners' to lhe Somali border, Ethiopian border or to Ireu
such as Bali Bali which is a dumping &round on the outskirts of the
dectriUed fence which surrounds Djibouti.
'There Ire lhree main politiell orpnisltions in the country. Ali
Alers Nltional Unity Party (NUPJ, which WIS previously ca1led the
Union and Prosress within lhe French whole; the African Popullr
Independence LUlue (LPAl' with support amonast both the Mlrs and
Issu; and the Front for the Uberatioo of the Somali Cout (FLCS).
The French coIonlaJlSu hive only 'nqotiated' with Alerl party since
the NUP does not seek total independence and wanu I continued
French military presence U1d balCll. It is clear thlt without the protte·

lion of their colonial masten, the- NUP would be defeated in In open
md flir election. On the other hand, the LPAI hu consiltently fo"lbt
for the genuine independence of the country and the total withdrawal
of all French military tlOOpl'lnd b.... It iI the more popular party
and the thugery md fraudulence of colonial rWt and intrlpes 1uI¥e
prnented them from . .lIJlIing power. Althousb it ilalepl party,lt is
continuously hUlllOd, its meelinp In. forcibly broken up and Its
memben and lupporten intimidated by threats of naaacm. LPAI
membert are abo continually IlleItid and recently two o'f Its leading
officiab were U1eplly arrested. ThiJ clearly expoleS the French claim
that it il prepared to grant independence to this country on the buls of
the wishes of the Inhabitants.
The F1£S wo enjOYI popular IUpport and hu for some time been
enpged in gueri11a activities. Recently It. came into prominence when
some of its ~mben kidnapped 30 children of French aervlcemen. The
callousness and complete disregard for the li¥el of the ch.ildren on the
pan of the French troops was demonltnted when they attacked the
bus in whkh the dtiIdren were held and killed four of the prill..
Without condomna indlvidualacu of terrorism such I I that undertaken
by membert of the FLCS, 'We must nevertheksa condemn the barbarous
aaieaion of the French troops which was also directed at Somalia.

Strategic lmportlnct
France's refusal to negotiate with the aenuine natlonalliberallon fl'lO¥e,
ments arises from the fact that Djibouti Is strategicaUy loated at the
mouth of the Red Sea and the Suez Canal. Over the yean of colonial
rule, Djibouti became France's third largest port after Marseilles and Le
Havre. Moreover, the re-openina of the Suez Canal and the lntenslfica· .
tlon of the liberation stmgle in that relion have increased the stratelic
value of DjiboutI. French military Intentions are to some extent linked
with US imperialist policy'· I.le Indian Ocean, In defiance of the
wishes of the peoples of Africa and Asia for the demilitarisltion of the
indian Ocean, whk:h would reduce the threat of imperialist blackmail
and agression, the US ruling circles are proceeding with their plans to
build a military base in otego Carcla md the French want to retain
their bues in Djibouti. The US, French and British imperiaiiSl presence
in this area poses a direct threat to the ..curlty, stability and further
Itrengtheninl of the revolutionary democratic goYemmenu in Somalia
and South Yemen. Indeed, under the pretext and the spurious claim
that the Soviet Union hu military and naval bases in Somalia, the imperiatist powert, in particular Ihe US, ha¥e intensified thelt awessive
activities In the Indian Ocean.
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The overthro..... of the feudal regime of Haile Selassie in fthiopia has
opened up the possibilities of real progressive changes in that country.
Thus the imperialist powers, seeking to stem the tide ,of revolutionary
transformation in this part of Africa and the Middle fast, are deter·
mined to create an area of tension from which they can foment inter·
state conflicts, In these imperialist manoeuvres the rabid anti-com·
munist feudal regime of Saudi·Arabia and the notorious fascist-like
regime in Iran have been assigned a secondary but no less dangerous
role.
That the French government seeks to retain some forms of colonial
possession in Africa is' also shown by its intransigent altitude to the
independence of the Comoro Islands. Here through thei: local hirelings
and agents the French are anempting to separate Mayotte from the
other islands. Under the pretext of a so<alled referendum similar to
the one in the TAl the colonialists are offering the island of Mayolle a
"special relationship" with France. This is not because the colonialists
are interested in the welfare of the people of Mayolle. but due to their
desire w retain a foothold on these islands to serve their imperialisl
needs and intereslS.
Over the past few years the OAU. the UN and all progres:stve forces
have demanded the withdrawal of the French mJlitary troops and bases
and supported the right of self-determination for the people of the TAl.
Owing to the increasing popularity and strength of the LPAI and
international pressures, Ali Aref is now making suitable noises about
getting independence sometime this year. But he has not changed his
political standpc"int and still seeks a neo-colonial relationship .....ith
France and the continued occupation of the territory by French troops.
The LPAI is the strongest party and has Sllpport amongst the Mars and
Issas. No amount of French colonial brutaJity can weaken the desire
of the vast majority of the people for complete and tOlll independence.
It is imperative that all progressive forces should intensify the strug·
gle for the final liquidation of the French colonial possessions in the
TAl, Comoro Islands and in the island of Reunion, for the Indian
Ocean to be declared a Zone of Peace, and for the .....ithdra.....al of imper.
ialist military troops and bases.
(On May 18,1976, an official of an OAU commission said in Cairo
that France will hold a referendum on independence for the Afars and
Issas territory at the end of the year. - fd.)

7.

RacentJy as a rNult of the people's struaJe in Senepl and the advances

of·the ·wOrld.wide democratic movement, opportunities have been
Opened up of restoring Ind extending sodallibertles In that country.
'. The African Independence Party, a component and aceive member
of the International Communist Movement, was banned by Senghor In
1'960. fver since the AlP has been flghtina illegally for genuine na·
ttonallndependence and democracy. However, up to 1974 Senegal was
ler.emed by the lrbltrlry monopoly rule of Senghor's Prolreuive
Union of 5enepl (PUS).
In .pite of the banninl of the AlP and other mus democratic organ·
"tion., mass strugles ebbed and flowed from 1968·1973. In these
rna. struglea the workers,.both in the public Ind private seclor, and
lOme section. of !he Intellectuals, especially those In the prosressive
teachen' and englneen' union, played I prominent role. F.ven the
naUonal bourleolull' from July 1968 demanded radical action aaainSI
the Intere.t. of French Imperialism. They poimed out that whilst. the
Senegalese were ,ettlna poorer and poorer, the foreigners were becom·
inJ richer and richer, due to rhe fact that more lhan 80% of the modern
..ctor Is in the hand. of forelgnen malnly French capitalists, and that
foretan banb discriminated against the local bUlineumen.
Senahor, reuisinl that he was becomins isolated, began 10 man·
oeuvre. He succeeded to some Ulent in splittin. the ranks of the
national bourgeoisie and isolating the more progressive elements, partly
due to the fact thlt the nalional bourleoisie is very dependent dn the
Stile.

In 1970 Senghor claimed that he wu prepared to accept the legalisa.
tlon of the AlP. But the AlP did not publicly reply until last year·
because Senahor, whiln claiminl his willingness 10 lelalise the AlP,
banned the progressive worken', students' and youth orlanisations
under Ihe pretext that they were manoeuvred by Ihe Party.
But due !,J mass pressures, Senghor, in 1973, once more emphasised
willingness 10 move Senegal from "African democracy" 10 a "formal
democracy" of a fUlopean type. Thus, following discussions with
Senegalese inlelieclUals in Mogadishu in 1974, he gave Abdoulaye Wad
the right to establish an opposition Party - the Democratic Party of
Senegal. However, the leaders called il a "conlribution opposition
·This was done through a stalement of the Founh Plenum of the
Central Committee of the AlP pUblished in Novem~r. 1975.
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70'f.lI
party" and Scopor was allowed to allcnd the meetings of ill Political
Bureau. In the lowns. the workers and intellectuals treated Ihis pan)'
with great caution and rCSCM. Howe~r. in 1975 Ihis pally upanded
its influence in some rural areu. due 10 the frustrations of some secltonS of the national bourgeoisie and the dttp discontent of the peasantI)' which IUlicred gravely as a rcsull of the "'ll1Imn poliCY of the
rqimt. the drought in 1974-75 and .fluctuations of world. ITIIrkel
prien.
The AlP posiliYe!y appreciattd the cJUSlcnce of Wad's pany. as somr

of ilS demands on democrlliution of polilial and social life and the
n«d to change lhe economic poIicits were consistent wilh those of tM
AlP. But the AlP hIve irnporunt rtseI'Vations about theil concrete approach 10 the political struggle Ind their t¥a1ullion of Senghor as head
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olltate, The AlP considers Senghor mainly responsible for the political
and econotnic crisis in the countl}', Senghor look no significant steps
..aimt French monopolists and is intensifying his anti·nalional policy
by promotlr\l in Dakar a free inlemational zone for mulli-national
companies, This means thaI Ihey will receive special privileges whOsl
economic relations with the socialist countries are still insignificanl.
. During 1972 Senghor made many statements that he was going to
democratise political life and legalise the Communist Party, Wad's
oPPosition party called for !he legallsation of the AlP and denounced
any IHempt by the governmenl to crelle a so-called puppet Communist
Party. Following !he mass aClions and the new positive changes, the
AlP replied to Senghor for the first lime in Novemberl97S,
In its statement, the AlP, after pointing out its role in the political
Ufe of the countf)' and its continued fight for legalisation, slated: "To
rule~out all ambiguilY, the AlP specifies thai its legalisation would nOI
mean renunciation of the struggle for the genuh:ce liberation of Senegal
from imperialist domination, for solving the problems of the wQrking
people of town and country and, in the final analys.is, for building a
socialist society . , , , There is said to ·be a danger of rapid grow!h of
the number of parties' and the spread of anarchism, We consider that
the people of Senegal have altained a high degree of political maturity.
It is for them to decide on the number of parties by independenl
choice, without bureaucratic decrees. Senegal's problem is not the
'danger' of excessive democracy: but the lack of democracy,"
Following a statement in 1976, Stnghor has now changed the consti·
tution in order 10 legalise the exiSlence of three panies. TheK parties
are supposed to represent three main trends :I. Socialist Democracy (Senghor's own party)
2. liberal Democralic ParlY (Wad's party)
3, A Marxist-Leninist or Communist Party
The Wad opposition party vehemently disagrees with this classifica·
tion as it regards itself as a Socialist labour Party.
Senpor has also taken Ihis step because he seeks to become a memo
ber of the Socialist Inlernational and to actively promote sections of
the Socialist International in Africa. Three years ago his application
was turned down, as the SocialiSl International said that they were
opposed to one-party slates and were irW"avour of pluralism. Thus after
announcing his new-found democracy he was accepted as a full member
of the Socialisllnternational,
The presen.1 changes in the constilution have some exceedingly
dangerous provisions for the development of political and social life in

Senegal. SenJhor alleges that since Africans are "unst.ble people" no
p.rty shall be allowed to change its st.ted ideology. This Is designed to
prevent the formation of ....y kind of a united front against his antin.tional policies. Senghor himself will interpret who is • social democrat and so forth .nd thus retain the right to ban any party. In pr.ctice
this means th.t if W.d's p.rty and the AlP agree on some common
objective, Senghor will declare that illegal, since in' his view both
p.rties have departed from their ideololticalstandpoint.
The AlP catqorically rejects me three.pany system as completely
antl~emocratic and is continuing to w.se a strosgle for senu.ine democr.tic freedoms, freedom for all political parties, for. Iiational democratic Front offering. patriotic .nd dau a1tem.tive. To achieve this,
there has to be genuine freedom and pluralism of trade unions, with the
worken fully entitled to decide the substance and form of their unions
and having the ri&ht 10 strike.
In Senegal the only recOinised tr.de union centre was fUlly Integrlted Into the rulin. party. But after Wad's opposition party called for
the fonnation of their own trade union, Senghor's party decreed that
the National Confederation of Senegalese Workel'1 should alter its con·
stltutional ties with the ruling party. This will be changed at the
coming congresses of the PUS and the trade unions so that the union
will be .mUated to the ruling party, thus moving from Internal to eXler·
nallntegration.
Previously only membel'1 of the PUS couid be-Ieaders of the NCSW,
and these so-called ludel'1 with few exceptions were memben of the
sovernment, ambassadors or Memben of Parliament, all coming from
the bureaucrllic Urata. Nevertheless workers h.ve organised and participated in many deep'ioing strikes and there is deep division within Ihe
v.rious Irade unions. These divisions surfaced at last Consress of the
NCSW at which f.ctions confronted each other, accused each other of
corruption and so forth. The AlP Is for a genuine working-class mass
movement, for a united in"dependent trade union movement, in conformity with the interests of worken .nd the trade union traditions of
Senegal.
ThrOughout the imperialist aggression against Angola Senghor sup·
ported UNITA. Even afterwards he stubbornly refused to recognise
MPLA and claimed that h.e would do so when all "foreign" troops had
left Angola. As was ro be ex~cted, Senghor was violently opposed to
the fraternal material assistance of the Soviet Union and Cuba to
Angola. Of coune in criticising "foreign" intervention. he conveniently
forgets that there are still 2.000 French troops stationed in Dakar without whose support Senghor's position would be considerably weaker.
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It is worth recalling that when the progressive government was over·
thrown in Gabon in 1963, the French troops came from Senejal. The
presence of French noops in Senegal also poses a threat to the revolu·
tional)' democratic government in Guinea.
Senahor attempts to justify his dialogue with racist South Africa by
demagoslcally claiming that this is consistent with OAU policy. He
claims that he is interested in a dialogue of the people of South Africa
and in order to facilitate this he asked Vonter to free all political prlso.
nen. In .ddition he asked Vonter to permit a deleplion of Senegalese
jurists to enquire Into the opinion of different communities. Up to
now Vonter has not rel)1ted to Senahor's letters.
Senpor's podllon on Angola and racist South Africa il coru:btent
with the conservative and It times reactionary policlel he foRoWi In
Senegal.
But the ferment of resistance, especially that of the AlP, has com·
peUed Senghor to make certain conceulons. II i. therefore poaIble
that within the next few months he will declare the AlP I legal orpn·
isatlon under his system of controlled democracy. The AIP·!n rejoctinl
the limited and controlled form of democracy, will, in the fineat tradi·
tlons of communist and worken' parties, continue to fight relentlessly
for the best interests of the working people of Senegal, for genuine
national independence, anti·imperialist policies and for the creation of
a socialist society.
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ON THE

NATIONAL
OUESTION
by Ben Molapo
I would like to welcome the recent publication in the Africa"
Communist (fi~t quarter 1976) of a leiter that first appeared in
Mayibuye on the nationality question in South Africa. It is hardly sur·
prising, given the nalure of OUf struggle. that this particular question
has for a long time occupied a central place in discussion and debate.
When in 1954 the journal Forward organized a seminar on the problem
of the nation it noled Ihat we in the liberation movement in South
Africa will be liable "to commit errors as long as we do not have a clear
conception of Ihe essence of the nation:' That was over twenty years
110, but the remark remains relevant.
In Ihis article I want to review some of the difficulties that have occurred in the discussion of this issue. It is by no means a simple issue,
one is immediately struck by the great variety of ways in which the
term "nalion" is applied in the South Arrian context. Of course the
ideological high.priests of the apartheid regime have their own outlook
on the topic, but even in the writings of those who are within our
movement, or who are sympathetic 10 it, we find much variety. South
Africa has been referred 10 as one nalion, as two nations and as many
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nations. In the same issue of African Communist (referred 10 above) at
least two of these views are implicitly or explicitly adopted by different
writers. To make mauers more complicated there has also been.dis·
agreement about the historical moment at which this nalion, or these
nations, came, or will come, into being. In each case different factors
tend of cOUrJe to be emphasized. To begin with it will be useful, I
think, to look at a sample of the different views proposed over the last
twenty years.

The One Nation Thesis.
This view is explicitly advanced by J. Villiers for instance - "In South
Africa we already have a nation, one people united by their economic
interdependence, but divided by the racist policies of the apartheid
regime." 1 Thus, although there are indubitably great rifts within South
African society, it forms essentially (and already) according to Villiers,
a single nation. ViUiers' reasons for advancing the one nation thesis
emerge clearly from the quotation. South Africa is one nation because,
whatever the social divisions within it, it comprises a single economic
formation. This is, characteristically, the main motivation for advanc·
ing the one nation formula. Insofar as $ere is a "second economy"
wjthin South Africa (i.e. the subsistence peasant agriculture in the
reserves) it ml:lst be seen,,it can be argued, as an essential component of
a single social formation. This "second economy" subsidizes the migrant labour force and in this way forms a cog wjthin an overall formation dominated by the capitalist mode of production. These views
seem reasonable enough - but is a single social formation a sufficient
indication of the existence of a single nation? One of the great draw.
backs of the one nation thesis has been its tendency to obscure the
colonial nature of our society. The views of J. Adams, one of the participants in an extended debate. running through several issues of
Milrxism Today on the formation of nations in South Africa and sub·
Saharan Africa, indicate some of the potential. political shortcomings
of the one nation formula.
"Quite dearly a nation exists in South Africa, not Afrikaans, not
English but South African. composed of people who use Afrikaans
and English cultures." 2
And what of the other peoples in South Africa? They are all being
drawn inlo the single nation we are told. From this Adams concludes;
"It is not .urprising that there is little demand for scecuion and self·

determination - indeed the label 'nationalllbel'1ltion movement' is a
complete misnomer - for in a lingle national .tate the demand is for
equal democratic righu." 3
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Adams mistakenly equates the unpopularity amons the African people
of the cause of territorial se<:ession with the very different aspirations
for the n&ht to selfodetermillation for a sin&1e African nation within the
whole of South Africa. There is also a false equltion of state with
nit ion ; the presence of a single state within South Africa is wron&!y
usumed to confirm the one nation thesis. This assumption tosether
with Its mistaken political conclusions occurs, as the M4yibuye leiter
points out,lnMayibuye no. 6.
"We do not uk lor sell determination. Th,u Ilopn ho""~r pro·
grellive it may sound, il countn·revolulionary in the specific hillOri·
cal and aoc::lal condilioN ol Soulh Alrica ...• b«:aUle South Alrica
iI an independent, lell..,overnin, Itate, and not a colony ol alar·
away imperialilm."
That there is a relatively independent state power in South Africi is
hardly to be contesl~, but nobody in our national movement believes
for I moment that they are f1&hting for rhis slate's risht to self-deter·
mlnllion. What we Ire fi&hting for is the ri&hl of Ihe African people to
their own stlte power with soverelsnty over every inch of South
African territory. This state power wilt only be forged with the revolutionary destruction of t}le eltistins coloniaisUte apparatus.
The great dilldvantaBt of the one nltlon thesis is, then, that it
obscures the colonial nlture of our society and in consequence the
national character of our liberation strugle. It Is this f1lw that the two
nations thesis is deliberately designed to counter.

The Two Nations Thesis
This view holds essentially that South Africa is I colonial situahon of I
special type in which two n.ations, an oppressing nit ion and an op·
pressed nation, live side by side within the wne" territory. This is I
tnelis that is alludeQ to, lor instance. by Toussaint in the same issue of
African Communist, • and it receives its fullest outline in the SACP
programme. The immediate political advantaSeI of this thesis over the
former thesis for an understandins of the goals of our nationallibera·
tion movement are apparent. (Although of coune the colonial charac·
ter of our society needs to be demonsrraud; it is not sufficient1imply
to describe it as being composed of two nalions.) The two nations
thesis is, in my view, the correct one, but it is not always clear what is
meant by "nation" in this contex~. Both the oppressins nation and the
oppressed nation fail to meet the Seneral conditions stipulated by
Stalin's classical definition of the nation, a defmition that continues to
enjoy wide currency in Marxist writings. Is it in ract poss.lble to speak
of a nation within which there is sisnificant cultural and linsuistic diver·

sity? Those who haw: thought not have often applied the many nalions
thesis to South Africa.

The Many Nations Thesis
In the traditional national movements in Furope that arose in the 18th
and 19th Centuries the boundaries of the nation tended to be constituted around a community sharing a common language and culture. On
the basis of this principle, a process that was at once one of fusion and
disintegration set in. Old feudal' empires like Austria.Hungary are brok·
en down while in other instances small feudal states were fused
as in Germany. AJ a consequence of this experience,a single language
and culture have often been regarded as the essential indicators of ana·
tion. Transposed to the South African context, this view results in the
immediate multiplication of nations. According to the apartheid ideo·
logists, who make much of e.thnic dlvenity when it suits their purposd
(they somewhat inconsistently brush over the cultural and linguistic diffe'rences within the 'white F.uropean' nation, for instance), there are as
many as elew:n nations in South Africa. But others, like lionel
Forman, with beller intentions; have also argued that it is at least pos.
sible that in a future South Africa there will be sew:ral different
nations.
'A 'inale African nalion in South Africa il liltdy to dcwelop bdo!": ••inak
South African nation don. And .imilarly itlttma !iltdy that Zulu. Buotho and
other natioftl ~ deweiop beto!": thty merse into a .incle African nation In
South Africa.'

It must be pointed out, in fairness to Forman, that he is speculating
about possible political arrangements in a future South Africa after the
destruction of ,the white colonial power. He is therefore not directly
denying the importance of a sing.ly African nationalist movement in the
present. Nevertheless, the argument remains largely speculative and ser·
iously underestimates the unifying forces at work among the African
people, not, least their struggle against a common enemy, AJ Amilcar
Cabral has said, 'national liberation is nece$$lrily an act of culture.'
The dynamic of a revolutionary national struggle involves not juS! I
political alliance of the colonised peoples but a 'veritable forced mlrch
on the road of cultural progress' and cultural unity. &
How then are we to begin to deHne what exactly we mean by the
tenn, 'nation'? This is a crucial question bound up amonpt other
things with the democrati<; principle of self-determination. When, for
instance, is a demand for self-determination legitimate and when is it
'tribalist' or sectionalist? Can we meaningfully speak of a Transkei
Xhosa nation? We cannot simply deny this on the grounds that the
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Xhosa people are a' tribe and not a nalion. The Xhosa people might
well not be a nation but nor are they, strictly speakina, a tribe as
Potekhin has pointed out. 7 If our aHeIP-tion of 'tribalism' is to be
politically rel(yant and more than just formal, we need to provide the
term 'nation' with an objective content.
The MDyibuye comrade has suggested international law as a criterion
for the existence or non~xistence of a nation;
'The principle of national 'ldf-delernUnation' doeI not apply [0 them (lhe
in So",th Africa) - after aU, Ihey are 1\01 a lubjecr: of inlemo.tlonal

;:,:"8

This is one possible arsument, but it is again purely fonnal. If the
Transkei were recognised by the UN this year (admittedly, this is un·
likely), would we wish to arsue that it had thereby become a nation?

Stalin's Definition of the Nation
Stalin's definition of the nation e continues to serve at least as a start·
ing point for a great many contemporary attempts at a scientific approach to the question. According to Stalin, I nation is 'a historically
evolved, stable community of (i) language, (ii) territory, (iii) economic
life, and (iY) psychological make-up manifested in a community of
culture:
There are thus four essential components according to Stalin, all of
which, as he specifies, must be present before we can speak meaningfully of a nation. Whatever the shortcomings of this definition (and ilS
should be noted that not a single major concept of historical material·
ism is dir~c.t1y employed in the definition), there are It least two importanl acqUISItions;
(a) In the fint place, it is asserted that the nation is an objective reality and not just an ideological concoction. This lalter view is one that
has frequently been adopted by bourgeois theoreticians. 'Uke all great
forces in human life,' writes AJ. Toynbee on nationality, 'it is nothing
material or mcchmical, but a subjective psychological feeling in living
people.' Stalin's definition clearly refuses this reduction of nations and
nationalities to simple feelings - a reduclion characterislic'of O. Bauer.
one of the prime largets of Stalin's ttxt.
(b) In the second place, Stalin portrays the nation as an h/storiCQ/
reality, as the product of a process, and not as some timeless free·
floating entity. The nation in other words has nOI survived from some
mystical prehistory as many racist and also utopian Africanist brands of
nationalism have argued.
But what are we to make of Stalin's definition and ils application to
the South African context? If we accept it at face value, it clearly un86

dermines somewhat the two nations thesis. The oppressed nalion is
linguistically divided ~ to be sure this division need not be quite as
overrated as it sometimes is, but it would be demaaogic and politically
dangerous to deny differences where they exist. There is a single territory in which the oppressed nalion is in the grelt majority; there is
certainly an important degree of cultural unity, although again there is
also some diversity. What of the economic component? Undoubtedly,
the great majority of African people participate in a single, advanced
economic community in South Africa, but is It really at present a
national African economic community?
As for the oppressor natiqn, it is divided broadly along linguistic and
to some extent along cultural lines into f'.nglish and AfrikunHpcakcrs.
It is true that these differences arc beilll partially eroded. What docs
'Stalin mean by 'a community of territory"? Does he mean a territory
of one's own, or at least a territory in which the community is the signi.
ficant majority? There have been different opinions on the Issue. For·
man has argued that a common territory must mean a territory of one's
own and hence neither the Afrikaners nor the Whites as a whole are a
nation. John MeGarth on the other hand has taken the opposite
view.,o These difficulties inherent in deciding what is meant by a com·
munity of territory would also seem to hold for the economic component of Stalin's defutition.

Problems of Definition
But before we become embroiled in these issues, we should perhaps ex·
amine the terms of the debate itself, for Stalih's definition requires
closer scrutiny. As things stand, we are simply presented with a list of
essential characteristics, but the definition is entirely mechanical. Any
historical necessity in the interconnection between these components is
not demonstrated or clarified. Each is accorded an apparent equality.
and there IS no dialectical determination running through them.
Chesneaux in an extremely useful article 11 has suggested, however,
that on closer consideration of the facts, it is clear that the different
components must be attributed unequal mobility. language and culture are more or less slowly evolving factors; territory likewise is the
product of a slow formation or the fortuitous outcome of shifting polit.
ical and military events.
""e element or di..,ontinuity, the d«lr.ive component. it the motional economic
community. It it here that the threshold lies from which the ....tion llC<IWra all
itt coh."ion.' .

Chesneaux, following Stalin, stipulates that by a national economic
community, a post-feudal economy is meant. The national form of
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social organisation might emerge with the development of a capitalist
home market (e.g., England, France, etc.) or it might take shape with
the developmenl of a socialist economy as in Uzbekistan, for'instance,
where the pre<.apitalist economy was broken down and replaced directly with a socialist system permitting the emeflence of national 'democ{atic reforms for the first time.
Certain theorists have attacked the view that it is only with a capitalist or socialist economy that a nation as such can be formed. It has
been suggested that in China, Vietnam and Egypt, for instance, exten·
sive and relaCively stable notional communities were established before
the introduction of a capitalist market by the colonial or serni-<:olonial
powers. The debale surrounding this question is closely linked to Ihat
other thorny issuc ~ the 'Asian mode of production.' It is clear that in
ancient times, there were indeed relatively coh«ive communiti« in
parts of Asia and Africa before Ihe advent of modern colonialism, but
the degree of cohesion was nonetheless qualitatively less than in most
modem societies. While the state in the 'Asian mode of production' did
indeed perform cerlain 'national' tasks (like the maintenance of exten·
sive irrigalion canals or the colleclion of rice taxation), the great major.
ity of the population was still tied down in village ,production. Thus, al·
though there were certain national realities, these were no more than a
superstructure: the great bulk of productiOn never broke out of the narrow confines of the villa~. and no genuine national market existed. It
is more accurate to classify these communities as proto·nations (or
narodnosts). It is only a post.feudal economy that can break down
expropriation and eviction of a part of the asricultural population not
only set free for industrial capital the labourers, their means of sub·
sistence, and material for labour: it also created the home market.' ),
and with this breaking down, the other components - languase, cui·
ture, and territory - begin themselves to acquire greater national
coherence.
What is meant by a national language is not just a widelYolpoken lang.
uage but a language that appropriates a range of social functions. IZ
In the pre-<:apitalist era, social formations tend to be characterised by
internal linguistic diversity. Eighteenth Century Mongolia has often
been cited as an exlreme example of the kind of diversity that can
occur: Kalka was the lanlluage spoken in everyday life, Manchu was the
administrative language, Tibetan the religious langulIIe, classical Mongol
the written language and Chinese the language of commerce.
'In order that a communal language should become a nalional lang·
uage' writes Ch«neaux. 'it must simultaneously appropriate all, or at
least the greater part of these diverse social functions.' In feudal West·

..

em Europe, it was Latin and not the various popular languages that was
tiled ,for religious and other cultural purpotn, and even the popular
langulJet were C9nsiderably less homogeneous and more fragmented in·
to regional dialects than they are at present.
Without a national langUlge, a national culture is not possible. AI for
the territorial component, even in those communities where a national
market develops Within the broad framework of a traditionaiacOlfaphicaI area (and this has not l of course, been the general experience of
sub-Saharan African countries), there is a distinct, qUaiitatiYe' differ·
ence in the post-feudal situation. In'the capitalist epoch, frontiers are
fixed with greater preci.sion for administrative purposes (taxation, military service, forced labour) and for the functioning of a modem ceonon1)" (customs.....duties, monetary circulation and the delimltalion of
petroleum rigfits, etc.).
It is, then, the formation of a post.feudal economic community that
marks the decisive step in nalion formation (which is not to say that all
post-feudal social formations are nations). Chesneaux'alndicatlons are
invaluable, for they place II the centre of the national problem somethilig that does not feature explicitly in Stalin's definition - the class
strugle itself. For the development of a post-feudal economy is always
the resull of the class struggle.
Lenin's Approach·to the Nation
In his writings on the national issue, we find Lenin applying the tenn
'nation" indifferently to societies that seem broadly to meet Stalin's
requirements (Britain. FranCe, Gennany, etc.). 10 multi~thnic and
multi.lingual societies (India), as well as to such national groups IS the
Alsatians 13. This is not to say that for Lenin the tenn has no specific
meaning at all. The issue is always deall with in the context of the class
struggle and the potential role of the national fonn of social organisation, a transitory historical form, in securing certain democratic reo
fOTml, or 'national tasks' as Lenin calls them. The nation is treated as
a sodal formation involving an alliance of classes which, through the
eurdle of state power, are able to carry through these democratic
reforms (note; the alliance is, of course, always domina~ed by one or
another of the classes or fractions ofa class). These reforms are closely
associated
, with fhe development of a post-feudal mode of production
and the struggle against colonial and imperialisl domination. The
democratic reforl'iJS normally include some extension of the franchise
and wider popular control of the organs of economic and cultural power. The nalion is then essentially viewed by lenin as an alliance of
classes, an alliance that provides the frarhework susceptible of sustain-
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ing specific historical, domocratic advances.
Although the national form ofsocial organisation is closely connected,
to democratic advances, this does not mean that:. for Lenin, it cannot
also, and simultaneoU3ly, provide the foundation, for the opprculon of.
other' peoples or nations, and it can be the breeding ground for a1lltinds
of chauvinism. Nor must it be imagined that these democratic reforms
are necellArily irreversible or that with the shifting nature of the class
strugle and changes in production some of the allied 'cluses ,or frac·
lions of these classes will fmd themselves increasingly excluded from
the nation.' The emergen~ in recent times of the nationality problem
In most adVlflc:ed capitalist countries. an emergence linked to the
monopoly stage of capitalism, is an indication of this.
Lenin's approach i~ not, however, as irreconcilable with the general
indications provided by Stalin (if we ac:c:ept Chesneaux'slmportant pre-.
cisions) as might at fint appear.
TIle national class alliance is only 'possible under certain circumstances. In orde'r to carry through 'national tasks', the c:lasseslnvolved
In the alliance must occupy a specific. territory, and for this reason,
Stalin was correct in attacking Otto Bauer who argued that the ter·.
ritorially dispersed JeWish communities of the earlY 20th Century were
a nation. But there is no reason why Ihese c:lasses should be the s;ole, or
even the most numerous occupants, in order to carry through these reo
forms on their own behalf. In order to install a,capitalist or socialist
economy and in order to defeat locally the forces of col0I!-ialism ~nd
imperialism, th,e national alliance must ~ss potential economic via·
bility. For this reason, it is useful to distinguish ~etwccn minority
groups (e.g., the Coloured
, and Indian communities in ,South Arrica).and
nations (or prolo-nations) as such. As to the other facton, whether it
is language, or a common oppressor, or ra~al similarity, or a common
religion, or a combination of these or some others that provides an
added Initial catalyst to the alliance is, to some extent, a matter of In·,
difference for Lenin when speaking of the nation in general. H~wever,
with the consolidation of a national market or the development of socialist production and the local defeat of colonialism and imperialism,
national culture and language will be greatly consolidated.
'
It may be thai it is preferable to reserve the term 'nation' as such
for a fUlly-developed national community that satisflCs all four com·
ponenls rather than for a communlly that is advancing along the lines
of national organisation. In this case the two natiops thesis in South
Africa "Yhile designating the general character of the class struggle In
South- Africa needs slight adjustment, for neither of the nations Is com·
plete in the fullest sense.
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Qus Struggle
Whelher one accepts Ihis refinement or not, however, Ihe centring of
the national question on the class struggle and the formation of an
c<:onomic community confirms the general approach of the two nations
thesis in South Africa. While the white nation (or proto.nation) has not
achieved (and may not achieve) I single national language and homo·
geneous culture, the white alliance based on certain cultural Ind racial
criteria has been more important objectively than FnglishlAfrikaans
differences. These differences have been subordinated to white nalion·
aI supremacy. This oppressor nalion, characterised by an alliance of
classes (the,Jlrmlng, mining. financial and industrial bourgeoisie, parts
of the petlt·bourgeoisie and a fraction of the- working class) hive
through Ihe control of state power carried through the normal demo·
cratic reforms within the confines of the white nation. Through the
exercise of this nate power, Ihey hwve also been ahle to achieve a signi.
tkant degree of economic: independence from the formerly hegemonic
colonial power (Brilain). III this connection, the heavy laxalion of the
gold mining industry, which was largely foreign~wned, in order to
generate eapital for the fmancing oflocal manufacturing industries, has
been of particular importance.
This while naliona! framework has long since performed its national
democratic tasks, and from a dem,ocratic point of view, it has become
an anachronism - which is not to say that it is therefore about to
wither away of its own accord. Further meaningful democratic advance
in 'South Africa can only be achieved wilhin Ihe framework of anolher
national entity, Ihe African South African nation. This nation already
exists, at least partially, in the- objective alliance between the great rna·
jority of the proletariat, the peasantry and fractions of the petit.bour.
geoisie who are all SUbjected to the same national oppression. The pos.
sibility of this nation, or proto-nltion, carrying through 'national tasks'
is to some extent the unirfle'rtded but dialectical product of the: oppres·
sor nation itself and of its predecessor the British colonial power. Although historically it has turned out to be: the colonial powers that
have, with no credit to themselves, laid many of the foundations with
which the African nation of South Africa will achieve its 'national
tasks: it should not be imagined Ihat this had 10 be so. Potekhin has
pointed oul that with Ihe Zulu peoples under Shah, there was a very
definite tendency towards the development of nationhood, and he sug·
gests thai it is possible to speak of a Zulu proto.nation in existence
for a few decades from the 1830's 1•• It is even likely, he says, that had
this pro,cess continued, an Nguni nation along the t-ast coast of

.,

Southern Africa would have emeried. But colonial conquest and the
aevelopment of a broader South African economy have changed all
this. MeGarth is quite mistaken in his argument on this score.
'Potekhin,' accordina to McGarth, 'IIYs that several of the African
peoples in South Africa (e.g., the Zulus and Xhosa) had already reached
the 'narodnOlI' stage at the beginnini of the present century (in fact,
Potekhin places this slase much further back!!). Almost sixty years of
intensi~ political, social and economic development have taken place
since then, and It might very wen be that some of these African peoples
have already reached the stage where they may be considered as
nalions.' 111
What McGarth forgets here is that the sixty years of development that
he refers to has precisely been the crucial factor in undermining the
possibility of a Zulu or a Xhosa nation coming into being. History is
not a neat evolution and not every proto·nllion is guaranteed to
become a nation.
Colonial oppression has laid the foundations of a unified national mar·
ket; it has brought together, through rGads and a rail network, through
tlXation, through the altilSsing of a single work force, millions of for·
merly~ivided peoples. Of course, the' white colonial power also does
its best to wriggle aiainst the current of its own history. It does its best
to maintain divisions, to stir up factional animosity and ethnic rivalries.
but it cannot afford to be too successful in this policy either. It needs
divisions in the ranks of·our people in order to stl}' in power; but also
it needs continually to unite our people in order to maintain produc.
tion, for without production, it also cannot stay in power. This is one
of the inextricable contradictions within which the White nation finds
itself today; it is a contradiction that guarantees its ultimate defeat.
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MOSHOESHOE I - RULER, STATESMAN AND
AFRICAN PATRIOT
MOSHOESHOE - Chief of the Sotho by

Peter Sanders;

Heinemann - £8.60 - 350 pp,
Struggling against the tide of history, Southern African racists never
cease to promole the oUlmoded - and thus parodied - institution of
chieftaincy in the Canutian hope of turning the waves back and perpetuating white rule, They look back to the era before industrialisation
and the emergence of a single South African econontic market. when
the indigenous people of our land thought of themselves as solely
Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa or Tswana or even as members of far smaller units.
Nostalgically they dream of the days when our people were disunited;
when they could playoff one chief against another, enrol the assistance of one tribe to fight another; when resistance was fragmented and
the consciousness of being 'African' had not yet dawned. Nevertheless,
resistance to coloriial conquest and the dispouession of our land was
fiercely and heroically contested. and the British and Boer invaden had
the greatest difficulty in subjugating our people. OUT enemies' overwhelnting technological superiority in arms Ind resources. and the his-

toriCJ1 divisions then exiJUna amongst our people, were cardinal facton
in facilitating the bloody triumph of colonisation. It is these two facton that raciun and imperiaJiam.seek to maJntlin to this day.
Because of the structure. and social organisation of those tribal lOci·
eties, resistance to exfemal invasion was neceSSIrily Ied"by chiefs. The
names of Hintsa," Makanda, Shaka, Dinpan, Cetsh:~o, Mzilikazl,
Sekhukhunl and Moshoethoe are venerated by our people. In the history books of the racists, they'are denigrated arid abused, prolected as
obscure and irrational tyrants whose impact on history has been mini·
mal. This is because the racists and imperialists seek to "suppress our
historical achievements and destroy our cultural heritage as a means of
maintaining their domination.
In this respect, Peter s.nden' study of Moshoeshoe I, founder of
Lesotho, is to be welcomed, for despite fundamental limitations, It is a
serious and scholarly work, metlc;ulously reseuched with a wealth of
valuable material and informalion that does much to overcome the
crude weight of racist mythology and obscurantism.
Moshoeshoe (I786 • 1870) was one of the great rulers o£·Africa, and
the histol)' of 19th Centul)' Southern Africa pivots around his nation·
buildinJ efforts to quite an extraordinary degree. He wu one of the
most astute aeneraJs and statesmen of his day; an outstandina leader
and orsaniser of ~ people who popUlarly" referred to him as 't,loshoa
oa lethab.' - 'the man who knows ho,,? to handle public athin.' His
senius is_all the more remarkable for the small. size and weakne. of his
countl)' itH-lIi, the strength of his colonial opponents. He was a wily
and formidable foe of colonial conquest .nd the unrelenting attempts
10 dispouess his people of their land by the unholy alliance of Briton
and Boer. He was an outstanding tisJonary.whose efforts to build.
united .front of African resistance against the Furopean Invaders is an
inspiration to the nationallibeflltion process of oLir day:

Servant Q( His People
Of _course, in paying such g10wina tribute to the aChievements and qual.

itits of Moshoeshoe, one is mindful of the fact that greal men .fone do
not make history - that the masses are the true creators of hlstol)'.
Fortunatety the author - who is by no means a Marxist, but a former
colonial officer In Lesotho whose work on Moshoeshde gained him an
Oxford doctorate - does not seek to project his subject IS a 'free agent'
acting over the heads of his passive followers. Indeed, in the preface
to his book, he sets out his aim as follows:
Io the put hutorkal interellt in Mothonhoe hu concentrated on bit
reactionl to European preMwel, and thd politics of hill chiefdom hive
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been largely nqlteted. The vila! connectiOnJI between the- two are..
have never been ruDy uplored, and the obvioUJ truth that one cannot
hope to unclentand any individual unlell ODe rlnt uncIcntamb the
lociety into which he b born hu ~era1Iy been overlooked. In mil
volume, I leek to =U.e rood theM: derlCimcin.'
.

Certainly Moshoeshoe understood the rdation of his position tp that of
hil people. 'My body belongs to you and a chief il a Krvant of the
people' he declared at a areat pino in 1841; and he meant it. He was
a1waYI aware that he wu chief 'by grace of the people' and that his
actions and decisions were limited by the aeneral will of his followers.
He won a reputation for juatice and generosity and nel'llr maintained
hIS 'authority by force. The author shOWl that he treated his people
'with, consideration and lCIIpllct' and gives some interestifij alimpses of
the role of the pltw - the tribal general assembly wooe all important
,decilioRi were arri...ed at.
The Centre of APtalion
Moshoethoe's life falls into two distincti...e periods, which the author
trICeS in detail. The first involves his riae to power and the formation
of the Sotho nation; the second involYes his ItNgle to defend and
retain as much of hilland as possible ..ainst the British and Been and
culminates in the declaration of the Sotho as British subjects in 1868.
In the process, huge chUJ'lk.s of Lesotho were swillowed up by the· Free
State Been, aided and abetted by the British. All of the most fertne
land west of the Caledon River and much more besides wu lost in this
way. HoweYer, II the author points out, one vital consequence Oowed
from the founding of Moshoeshoe'l chiefdom· - 'reslltance to white
invuion Will that much more effective.'
It is in the realm of this reaistance that the author's research proves
most interesting. AI I result of his bitter disputes and conl1icu with
the colonialists, Moshoeshoe came to realise that the fundamentai con·
Olct of the time - that over land - 'was being fought out not merely
between Sotho and Boers on the High Veld, but between black and
white on every frontier in South Africa.' Among Africans outside
lesotho, Mmhoeshoe enjoyed a splendid reputation as the man who
had held his own apinst the Boer and British forces and had defeated
them both on occasions. He was in close communication with chiefs
IS rlr north as the lambed and as far south IS the Kei, including
Mpande of the Zulus, Faku of the Mpondo and the Sotho chiefs who
lived beyond the Vaal. He sent hol'1es to Cetshwayo and men to teach
the Zulus how to ride and shoot in the manner of the Sotho. The
British saw him 'at the centre of a nelwork_"f innuence throughout
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South Africa' and thlt In::h-imperillbt ShepitOM expfUled hlmNdr
uudous to extend British control to Lesotho becluse It hid alWl)'S
been 'the centre of all nltive poHUcai alitation' and 'the key to aU
South African politics II far II "IUveS are concerned.' or the British,
Moshoeshoe said: 'One must tespect and feu them .•. It IH~ to us
that tittle tribes lu.e ours can no more defeat them thin swallow the
ocean.' MOIhoeshoe hid no illusions about the British ImperialbtJ who
silamefuDy betJlyed their trutin with him when It suited them to do
10. He skBfully maintained his kinadom In ,the precarious arel between
Britilh and Boer threats to his Independence and in the end accepted
the 'protection' of the Queen's aovernmenl only when his chiefdom
wa on the point of collapse.
At the helallt of Moshoeihoe'. power, Lesotho wu a powerful and.
Itlble nltion whose inhabitants enjoyed a areat dqree of prosperity.
By 1865, MoIhoeshoe!ltd "150,000 rouowen and the Flee SlIten procured from the Sotho Ibout 300,000 bushels of grlln annually. By
1868, It the end 01'1 bitter thn!e-yearwar with the Free Stlte, the best
land had been 100t I I I result of I trelty conduded between the BriUsh
and the Boers. SuITefina Ind Stlrvation were widespread and count!. .
dispossessed Sotho we'nt to wClIic in the Yields of the Free Stile, Nital
and the Cape Colony. rn order to survive ind regain some of his land,
Moahoeshoe had IICrificed !tis independence. "Take the country and do
what you like with It, we are all dead: he told the British after the
country had betn virtually mapped out in the shape it hu today.
Yet the fonnal Independ.ence of Leiotho today is a testament to
Moshoeshoe's foresiallt and statesmanship. Of all the leading chiefs of
his time, he wu the only on~ to maintain his chiefdom. His consciousnea of himself as In African, of the need for unity of all the black
people, and the heroic resistance' he organised to colonial invasion and
rapaciousness has profoundly enriched our cultural and hiJtorical heritage. Thlt IOdly half the able-bodIed men of the country work in the
Republic 'of South Africa, that the land il eroded and the people cannot
feed themselves is a ..aring reminder thll Lesotho'will oniy attain in
true f~om and Independence with the liberation of all the peQple of
South Africa.
Sanders hu lifted through an impressive amount or primary source
materia! and communicates his fmdlnp in 'In intercstins and readable
1VJ.y. All his JOwc:es are clearly identified, and the book carries with it
the fuU scholarly Ipparatus of reTerences, rootnotes, bibliovaphy,etc.
wtuch mikes It a valuable contnoution to the historiography of the
period. On the debit side, the book hu all the failings of I positivist
approach to history that so dominates the bouraeois conception of the
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social sciences. The work is heavily geared to a description of facu II
the expense of meaningful explanation. There is no reference to the
pallern and forces of history. There is.only a frail attempt to analyse
the facu in order to disco~er the uijderlying processes II work in
society. Whilst the author make1 some errort in this regard in relation
to Moshoeshoe's role in his own society, the most serious and unfor·
giveable defect in the book is the absence of any serious study of the
polk)/- and objectives of British imperialism.
This astonishil'lg
omission - whilst achieving doctorates at Oxford - is like Rrving up a
pie with the meat and stuffing left out.
.
Aiexandet Sibeko

WHITE UNITY AND BLACK LIBERATION
TI,e Nafionalists ill Opposition 1934 - 1948 by Newell M.
Stultz, published by Human and Rosseau, R4. 95.
This is an expanded and revised version of'the"aulhor's doctoral thesis
presented to Boston University in the early siXties. For the most part,
the book covers familiar territory, though here and there Dr. Stultz is
able to quote a 'confidential source' for some fresh information relating
to decision-making in the Nationalist Party hierarchy. Briefly, the
author's purpose has been to examine the bases of Afrikaner nationalism and the ways in which it manifested ilself during the period under
review. In particular, he has sought to explain the ~surprise' victory of
the Nationalist P2rty in Ihe 1948 elections following a war in which the
policies for which lhe Party appeared to stan~ had been decisively
defeated.
Dr. Stultz's conclusion seems to -be that it wunot lhe policyofapar·
•
•
theid which won the elections for the Nationalist Party in 1948, but the
resurgence of Afrikaner unity which had been fractured by the HertzogSmuts Fusion uf [933-34. Since he thinks the success of the Fusion ex·
periment in bringing the whites together'was of greater importance for
the future of South Africa than the need in 1939 for immetJiate South
African entry into the war against Hitler, he regards Smuts' forcing of
the issue as a fatal mistake.
II reunited Hertzog and Malan
(temporarily) and behifld them consolidated the ranks of the Afrika':!er
people whose numerical superiority and national consciousness, once
the war was out of the way, swept the Nationalist Party inlO power in
1948 and paved the way for the ensuing years of Afrikaner domination
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of South Africa's political life. Dr. Stultz feels that General Smuts
ought to have followed his life-long practice of 'letting things develop'
until a conselUUS for war could have been found.
Dr. Stultz is right in arguing that race prejudice and discrimination are
not the monopoly of the NationaliSl P.arty and cites the policies and
manifestos of the Nationalist and United Parties in 1948 as evidence
that they were not all that far apart. But this vCi.'Y argument under·
mines his own case that Fusion and the 'development of a united Soulh
African white nation through the processes of compromise and conciliation' was or would have been lOod for the counlry. He himself admits
that the 'promise of Fusion extended only to relations between the two
white groups and not at all to non-whites,' and there is no evidence at
all that white unity of the Fusion type was or is a necessary pre-requisite for good relations between black and white. It was a Fusion
government which deprived the Africans of their common roll franchise
in the Cape, and was well on the way to implementing a whole series of
further restrictions on the rights of whites as well as blacks had not the
war intervened.
lltis brings us to the second objection to his thesis, and that is thai
there is also no evidence that South African neutrality in the war
against Hitler would have led white thinking progressively to the point
where a consensus for war would have betn found. He cites the American experience as an example, but America was brought into the war
not by ,consensus but by Pearl Harbour. If South Africa's Pearl
Harbour had never happened, ope would be left with the argument that
white unity in a world dominated by Hitler would have been preferable
to what actually happened - which even Dr. Stultz must admit would
have been an unacceptable and unprofitable sacrifice of principle to
expediency.
Finally, to a black South African, Dr. Stultz's whole thesis is intolerably academic. Whether it was the apartheid policy or Afrikaner
nationalism which guaranteed Malan his 1948 victory is of little significance when the outcome for the blacks is the same. A pass is a pass,
even if you call it a reference book.

Z.K .
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ACADEMIC BIAS AND BOGUS OBJECTIVITY

Workers without Weapons - The South African Contress of
Trade Unions and the Organisation of African Workers by
fdward Felt, published by Archon Boob, U.s.A.,197S. Price'12.50.
This book purportJ to nll • Sip In the literature on South African
labour history and does, at first fisht, appear to be. (actual, reasonably
full and well-documented account of SACTU', formation and history.
Dr. Felt is. prolific writer on South Africa. Born In Austria, he spent
3S yean in South Africa before lolnl to the United Stilet. From the
mlny books on South Africa he.hll published there, however,lt II clear
thai he is no friend of the liberation movement. He hu Ihown •
marked bill toward. the present South African rcJime and I preoccupl'

tion with issues of security and counter-insurgency.
Felt's lona l55Ooltlon with the Hoover Institute rnwt lCCounl (or his
access in Ihis book to impressive documenlltlon. Hi. failure to
acknowledge Ihit association here is consislenl with his efforts to main·
tain an appurance of objectivity.
Feit sets out to prove' that SACTU failed and that this failure was
inevitable. And he reaches the conclusion that SACTU was doomed,
not so much by government hUlISment and objective diflkultiea as
by the weakness and inefficiency of its leaders, internal disputes and
financial constrtints. He evidently spent considerable time unearthing
the evidence and describes at length Incidents to illustrate these short·
cominp. blowing them up out of all proportion to their importance
when seen in the, context of the difficult objective conditions under
which SACTU was operating. Yet Feit practically ignores the constant
arrests and bannings of trade unionists and the victlmisation of workers
which was taking place. His completerfaifure to grasp the essence of the
problems facing those trying to organise African workers is illustrated
in the following paragraph;
'It leeml that the Security Police do j)ay

clole attention if an orlaniler or a lecretary clearly creat" the imprellion that the union II
polably illegal, and that the lecretary il in lome kind of difficulty.
ft erode. worker willingnel. to engage in action and lowerl their
morale. There il of COurlC not much African unions and their orlanben can do about thil.'
Missing froni this book is the kind of backdrop which is essential if

SACTU's role, its successes and failures. are to be fairly evaluated. Felt
criticises SACTU in one breath for 'instigating strikes' without justification, and in another breath for engaging in 'futile correspondence:
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One is left with the distinct impression that he has set out not merely
to study the failure of an organisation. as he claims, but to do all he can
to discredit that organisation.,. a somewhat dubious objective for a pro·
fessed academic.
On the other hand. Feit goet to some lengths to explain and justify
the policies of TUCSA with respect to African workers. He describes
Lucy Mvubelo, for example, as in many ways typifying 'the' best of
African trade union leaders,' when in fact she is a notorious government
collaborator. fie discerns 'a firm belief among employers and white
labour leaders that African unions are bound to come and bound
sooner or. later 10 be effective.' This, of course, without the militant
tradition of SACTU.
.Felt returns to his favourite Iheme of counter-insurgency when he
altempu to prove that after 1960 SAITU abandoned iu task of organising trade unions and instead became a substitute for the banned
African National Congress, and a recruiting field for the underground
movement. This he sees as their rmal mistake, thereby laying them·
selves open to the government repression which made it virtually impossible for SAITU to operate in South Africa. His evidence for Ihis
oUlragc:ous claim comes from Bruno Mlolo and olher sc:lI~uts and State
witnesses in the trials of Mandela, Sisulu, Bram Fischer and many
olhers. He seems deliberately to ignore the fact that militant trade
unionists continue to be harassed by the South African government
even since SAITU was suppressed and that it is the organisation of
black worken which the governmenl has reason to fear, not the wornout myth of 'Reds under the Beds.'
M.O.T.

THE SOCIOLOGY OF REVOLUTION

Change in Con.temporary South Africa, edited

by
Thompson and Jeffrey Butler, University of California Press.

Leonard

The starting point for this book was a conference held in the United
States from April 7 to 12, 1974 - a whole fortnight before the Portuguese revolution which was to transfonn Ihe face of Southern Africa.
The book comprises papers read at the conference - 'radically revised,'
the edito!"S assure us. and 'in some cases virtually rewritten.'
The main purpose of the re·writing was probably 10 take account 01
the changes brought about by the liberation of Portugal's African ler-
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Titories, for the book would otherwise have been hopelessly dated. But
since the ed~tors' note info~ming readers of these changes is dated
December, 1974. it can be se'en that inevitably tbe book has still been
overtaken by events. Anybody who contemplates the possibilities of
change in white-dominated Southern Africa today must take into con·
sideration the events in Angola between August, IQ7S and April, 1976,
the Intervention and repulse of regular South Africa1 military units, the
collapse of the Smith-Nkomo settlement talks, the intensification of
guerriJla warfare in Zimbabwe and Namibia.
Due to no fault of their own, none of Ihe authors was able to foresee
the scope of change which was to occur after their b.ook had gone 10
press. Or is il due to no faull of their own? One contributor, "eribert
Adam, whose previous book Modernising Racial Discrimination uveal·
ed his deep.rooted respect for the ability of the Nationalist Government
10 contain the projected black revolution, contributes yel another
doom-laden piece to this book in which he-prides himself on his ability
as a social scientist to 'take full accounl of a complex, contradictory
reality' as distinct from the 'wishful thinking' indulged in by political
activists. He is neatly answered by Albie Sachs, who remarkJ in his
essay: •All revolulions are impossible to the social scientist untU they
happen; then they become inevitable:
It was Karl Marx who said: 'Philosophers have in the past interpreted
the world in various ways. The point, however, is to change it: Most
of the social scientists in this book do explain thinss in various ways,
and some of their explanations are valuable for anyone trying to under·
stand the South African situation. Nevertheless, in the light of what
has happened, the book as a whole has a staid and static air about it.
The conference participants were facing a situation in which many of
them may have desired change, but most of them saw lillIe chance of it.
In fact, almost all of them were displaying a characteristic wh;ch
bourgeois philosphers usually blame on Marxism - the elimination of
the element of the human will.
How do sociologists measure Ihe determination of the members of
MPLA and Frelimo to fight and die for freedom, and compare it with
the delermination of the Portuguese to fight and die for colonialism?
How do sociologists measure the transformalion which has been
brought about in the minds of millions of people in southern Africa,
black as well as while, as a result of the events in Angola and Mozam·
bique? One wonders what sort ofasludy ofpolilics has been made by
some of the contributors to this book. Do they really understand what
Marxism is all about? Do Ihey know the meaning of the unity and soli·
darity of the international communist movement? Do they understand
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the reasons why national liberation movements everywhere can always
rely on the support of the international communist movement? After
Vietnam and Angola, do Utey now accept that Marxism is the lever
which enables the irresistible mass force to shift the apparently immovable object?
Sociologists who want to see true social science being applied in prac·
tice should read agaln John Reed', immortal Ten Days tlult Shrok the
World and see how Lenin and his comrades were able to assess from day
to day, almost from hour to hour,the shifting balance of forces in a
revolutionary situation and decide the precise moment to strike. It was
the accuracy of their assessments, rooted in the mass character and
actions of the Bolshevik Party, which made the October Revolution
possible. likewise, it was the accurate analysis of the situation in
Angola and in the world at large in October·November, 1975 which enabled the forces of progress to triumph over those of reaction. The
MPLA and its socialist allies had done their political and logistical
homework; South Africa and the CIA, despite all the facts placed at
their disposal by their spies and sociologists, had gone hopelessly astray.
We should not look to the contributors to this book, therefore, for
political gUidance. After all, they arc not revolutionaries, and it was
not their intention to tell us what to do. They do not even share I
common outlook. Nevertheless, between them they have mulled over a
mass of information, and many of their findings will repay study.
Thus, the ucr economist Francis Wilson, after a study of migrant
labour, concludes 'that the impact of economic growth by itself will
not lead to a withering away of the system (of migratory labour), but
will serve to entrench it more firmly as the centrepiece of the apartheid
structure... .' (p. 183). After surveying black experience in recent
strikes and relating it to the mobility of labour, he also argues that 'the
net result of the creation of independent Bantustans may well be to
weaken still further the political bargaining power of black South
Africans' (p. 193), largely because 'there is, for the foreseeable future,
no possibility whatever of the majority of their citizens earning their
living except by migrating to the Republic' (p. 197).
Wilson also shows (p. 195) that toreign investment helps to entrench
apartheid, and the greater the investment and the profits, the greater
the foreign support for the maintenance of the apartheid system. Con·
versely in his essay on 'The Impact of Fxtemal Opposition on South
African Politics,' University of Lancaster lecturer, Sam C. Nolutshungu,
stresses the vital importance of international action against apartheid
South Africa, not merely because of its hampering of the machinery of
racist government, but perhaps more importantly through the influence
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it exerts on the devt'lopmeni of political consciousnm and conndence
amongst the black oppressed In Soulh AfriCi itself. The collabor·
ation between the Western Nwers and South Africa, says NolulShungu,
may mike the notion irresistible 'thlt from the point of view of the
liberation of Africa. the Western poweR may themselves have 10 be re·
garded as appropriate objecU of revolutionary transfOfmation' (p. 398).
VORlet's detente is designed to weaken not only the an!i'lpanheid
movt'Incnt but the anti·imperialist movement everywhere.
P. M.

MOZAMBIQUE REVOLUTION
Frelimo English.language quarterly. Independence issue now available:
price (incl. postage) - SO pence - annual sub: £2.00.

PEOPLE'S POW ER in MOlambique and Guinea·Bissau
New hi-monthly series of reports. major speeches and policy
statements. news etc.:
Sample copy - SO pence - annual sub: £2.50.
Both publications available from:

Mozambique and Guine Information Centre
12 Utile New port Slreet
London WC2AH 7JJ
E~gland
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Letters
to the Editor
THE REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION IS FAST
MATIJRlNG

F'rom Vemelt Mbelh.
Urgent tasks face our revolulionary movement and in order 10 solve

these taskssuccessfully, a consistent Marxist-Leninist approach needs to
be adopted.
In South Africa today a revolutionary situation is fast maturing and
the question we hive to address to ounehoes u revolutionaries is 'WhIt
al present are we doins 10 exploit the lavourable conditions which are
arising?'
Lenin brilliantly formulated the conditions necessary to achieve
social revolution. He said objective conditions were necessary. By
these he meant signs of profound crisis in the old system. Lenin
defined the silOS, or symptoms, as follows: (I) a crisis amongst the
'upper classes', a crisis in the policy of the ruling classes, when it is
impossible O{or them to maintain their rule without any change.
(2) the suffering and want of the oppressed classes have grown more
acute than usual, (3) as a consequence of the above causes, there is a
considerable increase in the activity of the masses, who uncomplaining-
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ly allow themselves to be roooed in 'peacetime', but in turbulent t1me~
are drawn by all circumstances into independent historic action.
From reading reports abo~t South Africa, one can hardly escape
realising the revolutionary fervour, generated amongst the exploited
and oppressed masses, by victories of Frelimo in MOllmbique and the
crushing defeat minted out by the MPLA of Angola, to the South Afri·
can racist aggressol'1. These victories have created a crisis within the
apartheid structure. this is not withstanding the economic crisis that has
gripped South Africa and the reu of the World capitalist fconomy.
The low wages our people receive are below subsistence levels, the
current rate of inflation is making life even more unJiveable for our
peo.ple.
The victory that the World Socialist System has won over imperial.
ism i~ emphasised In the 'Helsinki Agreement,'
the Imperialist powers hive themselves I.tely realised th.t things
cannot continue In the SIme old manner' In Southern AfriCi md are
therefore bringing pressures to bear on South Africa to change its pol.
icies of apartheid. But, comrades, we must not faJllnto the trap of be·
Heving that with the end of apartheid our problems will be solved the problem that is facing South Africa and indeed the whole capitalist
world is the problem of Capitalism that Is the exploitation of man by
man.
Leninism teaches that a revolutionary situation may be brought
about by various causes: economic shocks, failures of government
pwlicy, such as a collapse of a military adventure, national or racial con·
flicts, leading to a sharp aggravation of social contradictions. etc. In a
number of cases revolutionary situations'grow out of wars (e.g., the
revolutions of 1905 and 1917 in Russia), althOUgh war is.by no means
an obligatory condition of the revolutionary situation.
The guerrilla preparations in Namibia and Zimbabwe are bound to
aggravate the crisis of apartheid further. What we need to do is intensi·
fy our efforts 10 launch guerrilla war within our counlry in order to
bring these conditions to a head. These preparations should be co·
ordinated wilh mass demonstrations such as political and economic
sirikes, etc.
As the govemmenl intensifies ils militarization programme further
contradictions will come into play; e.g., shortage of skilled white per·
sonnel who will be mobilised. Ultimately, the government and mono·
polies will enlist more black workers into the army and economy. This
will create further opportunities for Ihe revolutionary movement to
exploit.
We have been so far discussing some of the ol)jective conditions
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necessary for social revolution. There are however other"facto!'1 such
as subjective conditions. Lenin described these as: (I) revolu~lonary
corllClousness of the masses, the readiness and determination to carry
through the struggle to the end, (2) organisation of the masses and
their vanguard (the A.N.C. and C.P.) which makes It possible to COll....'1Itrate all forces capable of fi&hting for viCtory of revolution, and to act
together and not in scattered groups, (3) leadership of the masses by a
party ·or parties sufficiently experie~d and trained In battle and capable of evolVing a correct strategy and t~tics of struule and putting It
Into practice.
.
_The unity of objective and subjective conditions make social revolution successful. This law of social revolution has been confirmed as
Lenin noted, by all revol.utlons and particularly b"y the three RusSian
revolutions of the 20th Century.
Although the·objective conditions ·play a decisive role in history, the
subjective factor may, under certain. circumstances, determine the fate
of the revolution. The subjective factor acquires this role whenever and
wherever objective conditions for revolution have sufficiently matured.
If the objective conditions for accomplishing historical tasks have not
matured, no efforts on the part of the progressive forces can lead to the
transformation of society. But if the objective conditions are present,
the results of sodal transformation 4epend on the subjective factor.
Therefore, comrades, it is obvious that the subjective factor for the
revolutionary situation needs to be worked for with the courage and
dedication it demands. The call must 10 out to all the revolutionary
working class, youth, stUdents, intellectuals, profeDionais and peasants
to prepare for the day of reckonllll!
VlctOI}' Is Certain!
Amandla·Npwethu!
Mutla ke A Rona!
POW"tr'to'fhe People!

PAUL ROBESON ANO THE WORKING CLASS
From Idris Cox, London
In the tribute to Paul Robeson"A Great Friend of Africa" you explain
that from 1927 to 1939 (12 years) his home was london. RobeJon
himself pointed out this was where he "dlsco,vered" Africa, and came to
consider himself as an African. From personal knowledge I know that
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from then onwiJrds he became a keen nudent of, Mrican culture and
languages.
,
However, it seems to me ~hat you give scant attention to his close
relations with the working class, and progressive political movements
and leaden during his 12 years in Britain. Not only did· he visit many
working class homes. He spent a considerable time In the South Wales
mining valleys, sang in a mammoth musical festival In Mountain Ash,
and was the principal actor in the ftIm "Proud Valley" which was a
searchlight upon the life of the m'iners, their· struggle against poverty
and unemployment, and their hunger marches to London. It surprises
me greatly there was no mention ·of this. The miners' union in South
Wales has not forgotten their close contact with Robeson.
Robeson also had many direct political contacts in Britain, with the
organised Labour movement, with the Daily Worker, forerunner of the
Morning Star, and on close terms of friendship with the Communist
P:arty and individual Communist leaders. an~ especially Ben Bradley,
who spent some years In an Indian prison, arising from his struggle
against British imperi.a1ism
an antj.in;tperialist cause to which
Robeson himself was so devoted.
Nor does your issue No. ~5 emphasise the Impact which the struggle
against faSCIsm in Spain made on Robeson, who spoke and sang at a
mammoth rally in solidarity at the Earls' Court Stadium. It deepened
his hatred of fascism and racism, inspired him 10 give his utmost in soli·
darity events (cultural and otherwise) in Britain in support of the
Spanish people. Even within the space given it seems to me these
aspects could have been stressed.
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